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1. Introduction
The other approach is that of the experimentalist and consists in obtaining
by direct experimentation as many data as possible for individual nuclei.
. . .
The shell model, although proposed by theoreticians, really corresponds to
the experimentalist’s approach.
(M. Goeppert-Mayer, Nobel Lecture, 12. December 1963)
Although the nuclear shell model was conceived almost 60 years ago, and despite the
continuous efforts in experimental and theoretical nuclear physics research, the predic-
tion of nuclear properties is still a challenging task. While global structures, e.g. magic
numbers apparent in the nucleon separation energies, and basic properties of some stable
nuclei can be explained in terms of the shell model since the 1950’s, the precise descrip-
tion of nuclei still is difficult for nuclei away from closed shells, far off stability, or for
higher excited states. Progress is made in small steps, by collecting new experimental
data and comparing them to theoretical expectations, or by tests on nuclei predicted to
exhibit special properties. These advances are based on technical progress, e.g. in accel-
erator technique, spectrometers and computer power, and on many years of reflection,
trial and error.
The study of exotic nuclei, i.e. nuclei far away from the beta stability line, is one
of the major current research areas in nuclear physics. The investigation of such nuclei
becomes possible only gradually with the increasing intensity of the radioactive beams
that can be delivered by accelerators. It has become evident that the shell structure
of exotic nuclei may be different from that of stable nuclei. For example, new shell
closures may appear, or nuclei with magic nucleon numbers may no longer exhibit signs
of magicity.
In this thesis, experimental data have been collected for exotic nuclei in the mass
regions around A ≈ 40 and A ≈ 60 to contribute to the investigation of shell structure
at N = 16 in Calcium and N = 32 in Chromium isotopes, respectively.
The first chapter of this text consists of a very brief introduction into the shell model
and residual interactions. It also includes a description of the processes used in the
experiments described in the second and third chapter.
Chapter two reports on the (chronologically) second experiment performed for this
thesis. The experiment was devoted to the study of the proton-rich nucleus Calcium-
36. It was possible to obtain data on the ground state and the first excited state of the
lightest known even Ca isotope, none of which were known at the beginning of the thesis.
These data are compared to shell model predictions and found to be largely compatible,
1
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although deviations in details become visible.
The third chapter contains a report on an experiment performed to test a shell model
prediction. The heavy Chromium isotopes with mass A = 56 and A = 58 were investi-
gated to learn more about a presumed shell closure at N = 32 or 34 for exotic nuclei in
this region. This is an example of new shell structure for exotic nuclei: neither of these
neutron numbers is a magic number in stable nuclei. With the new experimental data, a
shell closure at N = 32 is confirmed for these nuclei, while no indication for a closure at
N = 34 is apparent. This result is consistent with other experimental work on these and
neighboring nuclei. Calculations, on the other hand, are not yet able to fully reproduce
the newly obtained results.
Finally, a brief summary is presented. Appendices describe some by-products of the
present work.
2
2. Concepts and Tools
This chapter contains an introduction to concepts and tools upon which the present
work is based. None of them is new in the sense that they were results from this work,
so they will not be elaborated in great detail. Instead, a brief summary of the most
important points will be given with references to literature where more details may be
found.
2.1. The Independent Particle Shell Model
The structure of the periodic table of chemical elements is determined by the electron
shell structure of the atoms. This structure becomes visible, e.g., in the electron sepa-
ration energies which have maxima for the noble gases.
Already more than half a century ago, a similar structure was observed in atomic
nuclei known at that time. Jumps in the nucleon separation energies Sp (for protons)
and Sn (for neutrons) are visible at certain magic numbers. These are located at proton
numbers Z = 2, 8, 20, 28, 50 and 82 and at neutron numbers N = 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and
126. In analogy to the electron shells of the atom, closed proton and neutron shells can
be expected for these nucleon numbers, i.e. a large energy distance to the next orbital.
In contrast to the atom, no central potential exists a priori in the nucleus. Within the
framework of the shell model, it is assumed that such a central potential is created by
the nucleons themselves, i.e. the Hamiltonian is split into two parts,
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Vˆr with Hˆ0 =
∑
i
(Tˆi + Vˆi) and Vˆr =
∑
i<j
Vˆi,j −
∑
i
Vˆi (2.1)
where Hˆ0 includes only the mean field Vˆi, and the residual interaction Vˆr is the difference
between the mean field and the two-body interactions Vˆi,j . Three-body interactions and
higher terms are ignored. The residual interactions can be small if a suitable mean field
is chosen, and are, therefore, neglected in the independent particle shell model. In this
model, the nucleons interact only indirectly via the mean field. In addition they have
to obey the Pauli principle. The central potential is usually approximated by a square
well, harmonic oscillator, or Woods-Saxon potential (see figure 2.1). The breakthrough
for the shell model was the observation by Goeppert-Mayer [Goe49], and Haxel, Jensen
and Suess [HJS49] that the interaction between the angular momentum l and the spin
s of the nucleons is much more important in the nucleus than for the electrons in an
atom. The magnitude of this interaction is of the same order as the shell gaps, so it
strongly affects the shell structure and must be included in Hˆ0 with an additional term
Vˆls = Vls(r) lˆ · sˆ.
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VWS
Vsq.
Vho
−V0
0
0 R
r
V
(r
)
Figure 2.1.: Radial dependence of different mean
potentials: square well Vsq., harmonic oscilla-
tor Vho, and Woods-Saxon potential VWS(r) =
−V0/ (1 + exp [(r−R)/a]) (drawn here forR = 10a).
The latter reproduces the measured density distri-
bution in nuclei quite well, but it does not allow
the solutions of the Schrödinger equation to be
given in closed form [MRRS88].
Figure 2.2.: Single-particle ener-
gies from the shell model [MRRS88,
fig. 8.12, p. 305] a) for a harmonic
oscillator VH, b) for a Woods-Saxon
potential VWS and c) additional ls
coupling and Coulomb correction,
VWS,SBK.
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2.1. The Independent Particle Shell Model
Figure 2.3.: Single-particle
energies as a function
of the nucleon number
A [Cas00, fig. 3.8]. Be-
cause of the growth in
nuclear size, the energies
change approximately as
E ∼ 1/r2 ∼ A−2/3 with a
small dependence on the
angular momentum due
to the change in spatial
distribution with l. In
addition, there are effects of
the residual interactions.
Figure 2.2 shows that the observed magic numbers can be reproduced within this
model. The figure is illustrative only, but it helps to get an idea where the individual
proton and neutron orbits are roughly located. As the mean field is created by the
nucleons themselves, energies and shell gaps vary with the nucleon number. This is
shown in figure 2.3. For a more detailed understanding of the nuclear structure, the
residual interactions may not be ignored.
Before considering the residual interactions, other signatures of shell structure shall
be mentioned briefly. The energy of the first excited state E(2+), the energy ratio of
the first 4+ to the first 2+ state, and reduced transition probabilities B(E2; 0+1 → 2+1 )
are shown for calcium isotopes (magic proton number Z = 20) between A = 40 (magic
neutron number N = 20) and A = 48 (magic neutron number N = 28) in figure 2.4.
For the nuclei with magic neutron numbers, the E(2+) curve shows maxima, and the
other two curves show minima. This behavior is typical for magic nuclei and the isotopes
in-between. We will come back to the E(2+) in chapter 3, and to the reduced transition
probabilities B(E2) in chapter 4.
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Figure 2.4.: Signs for shell structure in even
Ca isotopes for neutron numbers N = 20 to
28: while the E(2+) (lower panel, [ENS07])
show maxima, the ratios E(4+)/E(2+) (mid-
dle panel, [ENS07]) and the B(E2) values
(upper panel, [RNT01]) show minima at the
magic numbers (cf. [Cas00, p. 33]). The first
excited states of 40Ca ( ) are, in this order, a
0+ and a 3− state.
2.2. Residual Interactions
The picture drawn so far applies mainly for stable nuclei. While the basic structure
remains valid for most of the nuclear chart, the details of the level structure may change.
For exotic nuclei, even the magic numbers may disappear in the sense that the typical
signatures for magic nuclei are no longer present, or new magic numbers may appear.
These effects appear with changes in neutron and proton number, and they are caused
by the residual interaction of the nucleons.
For example, Bastin et al. [BGS+07] have shown recently that N = 28 is no longer
a magic number for 4214Si. The energy of the first excited 2+ state in this nucleus was
determined to be only 770(19) keV which is lower than in the neighboring even Si isotope,
40Si (where E(2+1 ) = 986(5) keV), and much lower than in the Ca isotope with N = 28
(where E(2+1 ) = 3832 keV).
For the nucleus 30Si with Z = 14 and N = 16, Otsuka et al. [OFU+01] calculate
a large energy gap between the neutron orbits d3/2 and f7/2, which is the well-known
N = 20 shell closure. But, within the same model, this energy gap almost vanishes for
24O with Z = 8 and N = 16. In this nucleus, a new gap appears between the neutron
orbits s1/2 and d3/2. This means that removing six protons from the filled d5/2 orbit in
30Si made the N = 20 shell closure disappear and made a new shell closure appear at
N = 16.
Both experiments performed within the framework of this thesis are investigating such
effects leading to a different shell structure in exotic nuclei. The experimental results are
6
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later compared to theoretical shell model calculations. The residual interactions used in
these calculations shall now be presented briefly.
Each of these interactions also contains a description of the mass dependence of single-
particle energies, similar to what is shown in fig. 2.3.
2.2.1. Interactions for the fp Shell
In the experiment on Cr isotopes described in chapter 4, a presumed shell closure at
N = 32 is investigated. Calculations for these Cr nuclei need an interaction suitable
for the fp shell, i.e. for nuclei between 40Ca and 100Sn. The two sets of such residual
interactions that have been used for comparisons to experimental results in this work
are the GXPF1 and KB3G interactions.
The GXPF1 interactions. The GXPF1 interaction [HOBM04] for the fp shell is based
on matrix elements derived by Hjorth-Jensen et al. [HJKO95] (who extensively describe
the derivation of the matrix elements via the G-matrix formalism). The matrix elements
and single-particle energies defining the residual interaction of the latter were fitted to
reproduce experimental energies in 87 nuclei in the range between 4720Ca and 6532Ge. This fit
was performed for a limited set of matrix elements. A simplified shell model calculation
was used to reduce the amount of computer time needed for the fitting procedure. As a
result of the fit, a new set of matrix elements was obtained. With these matrix elements,
the mean level deviation between the fit input and the shell model calculations is around
170 keV [HOBM04]. With the new matrix elements, predictions can be attempted also
for nuclei and nuclear properties outside the range of the fit. One such prediction was
that a large gap should appear between the neutron shells 2p1/2 and 1f5/2 (see fig. 2.3 for
A ≈ 50, cf. fig. 2.2) for small Z. In other words: a substantial shell gap was predicted
for neutron number N = 34 in fp-shell nuclei near Z = 20, i.e. for Ca, Ti and Cr
(regarding only the even Z). This shell gap is investigated in the experiment described
in Chapter 4.
The KB3 interactions. The series of ‘KB’ interactions is based on work by Kuo and
Brown [BK66; BK67; KB68] who have derived a residual interaction starting from the
Hamada-Johnston nucleon-nucleon potential [HJ62]. These KB interactions were later
modified by manual tuning to experimental data, leading to the interactions KB3 [PZ81]
and KB3G [PSCN01].
2.2.2. Interactions for the sd Shell
For the experiment on 36Ca, an interaction for the sd shell is needed. This shell includes
the nuclei between 168 O and 4020Ca.
The USD interaction. A commonly used interaction for the sd shell is the USD interac-
tion [BW88; Wil84]. In this interaction, differences in excitation energies between mirror
nuclei are ignored or averaged out. In a similar way as for GXPF1 (but chronologically
7
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before), two-body matrix elements were fitted to experimental binding and excitation
energies, starting from matrix elements derived by Kuo [Kuo67]. This interaction has
been used for the calculation of spectroscopic factors in Chapter 3.
Recently, revisions of the USD interaction have been published [BR06] which are based
on an enlarged set of experimental data.
The sdpf interaction. The sdpf interaction has recently been developed for neutron-
rich nuclei around N = 28 [CNP02; RCNP97]. It includes both the sd and the fp shell
and thus allows, e.g., to include excitations across the Z,N = 20 shell closures in the
Ca isotopes. It is based on the USD interaction for the sd part, and on a modified KB
interaction for the fp part. The cross-shell interaction was derived from work of Lee,
Kahanna, and Scott [KLS69] by a fitting procedure.
2.2.3. Effects in Exotic Nuclei
As described above, residual interactions used in the present work were derived by start-
ing from a set of matrix elements calculated from nucleon-nucleon scattering data and
adapting them to experimental data using a fitting procedure. Most of the experimental
data used for these fits are from nuclei near the stability line (cf. [BR06; HOBM04]).
For exotic nuclei, large proton-neutron (isospin T = 0, see sec. 2.5) two-body matrix
elements (TBME) may lead to shifts in the level energies if one of the two orbits related
by a TBME is less filled due to an ‘exotic’ ratio of proton and neutron numbers compared
to nuclei near the stability line. For example, when going from Ni towards Ca in the
nuclear chart, large TBME < jj′|V |jj′ >T=0 with j = pi7/2 and j′ = ν5/2 may cause a
shift of the neutron f5/2 orbit up in energy due to the removal of ‘proton partners’ from
the f7/2 sub-shell. Such matrix elements are actually found to be among the strongest
binding TBME in the fp shell (cf. [HOBM04, fig. 1]) leading to the prediction of the
N = 34 gap.
Measurements in exotic nuclei can therefore help to determine such matrix elements.
2.3. Reduced Transition Probabilities and Coulomb Excitation
The experiment to study heavy Cr isotopes (chapter 4) made use of the intermediate-
energy Coulomb excitation technique to study reduced transition probabilities B(E2).
2.3.1. Reduced Transition Probabilities
The lifetime of an excited state decaying by γ-ray emission is determined by the tran-
sition energy, its multipolarity and the transition matrix elements. Reduced transition
probabilities for transition type σ (magnetic or electric) and multipolarity L are defined
as [Hey94, p. 155]
B(σL;Ji → Jf ) =
∑
M,Mf
|〈αf ;JfMf |O(σLM)|αi;JiMi〉|2 . (2.2)
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where the αi,f denote quantum numbers specifying the states. For an equal population
of the initial substates Mi, this reduces to
B(σL;Ji → Jf ) = 12Ji + 1 |〈αfJf ||O(σL)||αi;Ji〉|
2 . (2.3)
For initial and final states expanded as
|αi;JiMi〉 =
∑
k
ak(Ji)|k;JiMi〉 and |αf ;JfMf 〉 =
∑
l
bl(Jf )|l;JfMf 〉, (2.4)
the expression can be generalized to
B(σL;Ji → Jf ) = 12Ji + 1
∣∣∣∑
k,l
ak(Ji)bl(Jf )〈l;Jf ||O(σL)||k;Ji〉
∣∣∣2 (2.5)
where enlarged transition rates can result for some cases (collective transitions) when
all partial contributions have the same phase [Hey94, p. 156]. Swapping initial and final
states in eq. (2.3), the reduced transition probabilities change by a factor
B(σL;Ji → Jf )
B(σL;Jf → Ji) =
2Jf + 1
2Ji + 1
(2.6)
The lifetime τ and decay width Γ corresponding to a B(σλ) value are [BG77; RN67]
Γ(σλ; Ii → If ) = ~
τ
= 8pi(λ+ 1)
λ[(2λ+ 1)!!]2
(Eγ
~c
)2λ+1
B(σλ; Ii → If ) (2.7)
with the transition energy Eγ . For electrical quadrupole radiation, commonly used units
are e2fm4 = 104e2b2, and Weisskopf units (W.u.) The latter are defined as [Gra04]
B(Eλ; Ii → Ig.s.) = 14pi (1.2)
2λ
( 3
λ+ 3
)2
A2λ/3 e2fm2λ. (2.8)
It is important to note that they depend not only on the multipolarity of the transition,
but also on the mass A of the nucleus.
For the 0+1 → 2+1 transition in a K = 0 rotational band, the B(E2) value can be
related to the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q0 of the nucleus [Cas00, p. 217]:
B(E2; 0+1 → 2+1 ) =
5
16pie
2Q20. (2.9)
K is the projection of the total angular momentum J on the symmetry axis (i.e. the
rotation is perpendicular to the symmetry axis for K = 0). Therefore, the B(E2) value
contains information on the deformation of the nucleus. This deformation is expected
to be small for nuclei with a closed proton or neutron shell.
As shown in figure 2.4, minima in the B(E2) values are visible for the doubly magic
Ca isotopes 40Ca and 48Ca. A similar behavior is observed throughout the nuclear chart
(cf. [Cas00, fig. 2.16]): at closed shells, the B(E2) values show minima (indicating
small deformation), whereas in mid-shell regions, higher B(E2) values (corresponding
to larger deformation) are observed.
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|f〉
|i〉
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Coulomb γ-decay
Figure 2.5.: Schematic illustration of first-order Coulomb excitation
followed by γ-decay [Gla98, fig. 8].
2.3.2. Coulomb Excitation
Coulomb excitation is the excitation of a target nucleus by the electromagnetic field of
the projectile, or vice versa [WA79]. The excitation and de-excitation are illustrated
in fig. 2.5. The application of this process in intermediate energy (30 . . . 300MeV/u)
experiments is described in the review article by Glasmacher [Gla01] which refers to the
calculations presented by Winther and Alder [WA79].
The cross section for the excitation process can be calculated in detail for low energies,
i.e. for energies below the Coulomb barrier. At these energies, the charge distributions
of the two nuclei cannot overlap due to the Coulomb repulsion, and that allows only
electromagnetic interaction.
For the intermediate energies, the cross section for the Coulomb excitation process was
calculated in a semicassical approximation. The cross section depends on the minimum
impact parameter. In the intermediate energy regime it is calculated as (see [Gla01])
bmin =
(
cot
(
θcmmax
2
)
+ pi2
)
ZpZte
2
γm0v2
(2.10)
with the maximum scattering angle in the center of mass system θcmmax, the target and
projectile charges Zt and Zp, the reduced mass of the two nuclei m0, γ−2 = 1− v/c and
the velocity v of the projectile in the laboratory system. The calculation for the cross
section yields [Gla01]
σ ≈
(
Ze2
~c
)2
B(Eλ, 0→ λ)
e2b2λ−2min
1
λ− 1 (2.11)
for the multipolarity of the transition λ ≥ 2, the charge of the target nucleus Z in
the case of projectile excitation. Due to the Z2 dependence of the cross section, it is
advisable to use a target material with large Z.
Due to the proportionality of σ and B(E2), reduced transition probabilities can be
obtained from measurements of Coulomb excitation cross sections. This possibility has
been used in chapter 4 to investigate the behavior of B(E2) values for Cr isotopes with
N = 32 and 34.
Figure 2.6 compares the Coulomb excitation cross section with other processes, namely
excitation of giant dipole resonances (GDR) and giant quadrupole resonances (GQR)
as a function of the beam energy. At around 100MeV/u, the Coulomb excitation cross
section dominates the other two displayed components by a factor of at least 5. At
intermediate energies and above, one-step processes are dominating the population of
excited states, i.e. the direct transition from the ground state to the excited state, and
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Figure 2.6.: Comparison of the cross sections
for Coulomb excitation (labeled 2+), the gi-
ant dipole resonance (GDR), and the giant
quadrupole resonance (GQR) for a 40S beam
incident on a Au target, for beam energies
between 20 and 1000MeV/u. The calcula-
tion assumes a minimum impact parameter of
16 fm [Gla98, fig. 1].
Figure 2.7.: Comparison of equivalent photon
numbers for Coulomb excitation for E2, E1,
and M1 transitions for the reaction 40S+197Au
at different beam energies [Gla01, fig. 2]. The
cross section is proportional to the equivalent
photon number.
among these, E2 transitions are favored [Gla01] (see fig. 2.7). Therefore, the Coulomb
excitation process populates predominantly the first 2+ states in even-even nuclei.
2.4. Knockout Reactions
In the second experiment performed within the framework of this thesis, nuclei around
36Ca have been studied by coincident γ-ray and particle spectroscopy.
The reaction of interest was the one-neutron knockout from 37Ca, leading to 36Ca
in the ground or an excited state. In the experiment, γ rays and particle momenta
parallel to the beam direction were measured in coincidence, so that the momenta can be
assigned to reactions populating specific excited states (if a specific γ ray was measured
in coincidence) or to the ground state. From the distribution of the momenta, conclusions
may be drawn on the state of the neutron that was removed in the reaction.
2.4.1. Simple Picture of the Knockout Process
First, a very simple picture of the knockout process shall be drawn to give an idea of
the expected results without any formalism.
The starting point is that the reaction channel is fixed by the particle identification
before and after the target. This implies, in the present case, that one neutron has to
be removed from the incoming nucleus to produce the observed residual nucleus. From
11
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the requirement that one neutron is removed, it is natural to conclude that the reaction
is probing mainly the nuclear surface of the incoming nucleus: for a central collision,
it is likely that more than one nucleon is removed, or that other reactions occur. This
already leads to a prediction on the width of the momentum distributions of the observed
residual nuclei: these distributions reflect the momentum of the removed nucleon, and
according to l = r×p this is, as the range of radii is limited by the surface localization,
correlated with the angular momentum of the struck nucleon. Therefore, the width of
the momentum distribution parallel to the beam axis is expected to be wider for larger
l. This behavior is indeed observed experimentally.
2.4.2. Outline of the Knockout Process Calculation
The calculation of momentum distributions and cross sections in chapter 3 have been
carried out using the computer code momdis [BG06]. An outline of the procedure used
in this code shall now be given.
As in many quantum-mechanical problems, the theory is not very pictorial until the
end. Therefore some details are skipped here, assuming that they are better described
elsewhere. The code itself is described in detail in [BG06], and of course the ultimate
description of the procedure is the FORTRAN code that is available together with the
article. Beyond this, helpful explanations may be found in the references listed in the
article, especially [BD04, ch. 8], and [BH04; Tos01; HBE96].
An important approximation made in the calculation is that the process is treated as
a three-body problem involving the target (t), the residue or core (c), and the removed
valence nucleon (v). The incoming beam particle is regarded as a bound system of c+v,
and c is the final state of the observed residue (36Ca in the present case) which is thus
assumed to be pre-formed in the incoming system.
The quantum numbers nlj of the nucleon v are chosen as an input for the calculation.
The nucleon wave function is calculated by solving the Schrödinger equation for a Woods-
Saxon potential with a spin-orbit term and, for protons (i.e. not in the present case), the
Coulomb potential. The depth and radii of these potentials are input parameters chosen
to reproduce the effective separation energy of the nucleon (i.e. the separation energy
plus the excitation energy) and the nuclear radius. Residual interactions are assumed
to be negligible.
The program can use scattering matrices provided by the user, or calculate such matri-
ces using the tρρ-approximation. The latter option has been chosen for the calculations
performed for this work and the approximation shall be outlined now.
In the tρρ approximation, the structure of two interacting nuclear systems A and B
is approximated with density functions ρA and ρB, respectively. Then, the reaction is
described by an integration of the individual interactions of the nucleons, described by
a profile function t(b), weighted with the density functions. Figure 2.8 illustrates the
geometry of the problem. The probability T (b) for a nucleon-nucleon collision in the
collision of nuclei A and B is then [BD04, eq. (8.5)]
T (b) =
∫
ρB(bB, zB)dbBρA(bA, zA)dbAt(b+ bB − bA) (2.12)
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Figure 2.8.: Geometry of the scattering nuclei for the knockout calculations [BD04, fig. 8.1].
with the symbols as in the figure. With a Fourier transformation and an integration of
the densities along the z axis,
T (b) = 12pi
∫
J0(qb)ρ˜A(q)ρ˜B(−q)fNN (q)qdq (2.13)
where J0 is a Bessel function, and the ρ˜ are the Fourier transforms of the nuclear den-
sities. The function fNN , defined by
t(b) = 1(2pi)2
∫
e−iq·bfNN (q)d2q, (2.14)
is the Fourier transform of the profile function.
The density functions used in the calculations for this work are Gaussian distributions
(cf. [GBB+04a]). Use of this approximation with fixed impact parameters implies that
the relative motion of c and v during the reaction is neglected. This sudden approxima-
tion is valid for high projectile energies [HT03, sec. 3.5].
The reaction cross section contains two parts: the elastic breakup of the incoming
nucleus, also called diffractive breakup, and the inelastic breakup or stripping. The
elastic breakup is described by an interference of the elastically scattered waves of c and v.
This cross section includes processes where both c and v are at most scattered elastically
on the target and form an unbound state after the reaction. The inelastic breakup, on
the other hand, comprises processes where at least one of c and v is ‘absorbed’ in the
target, which is excited from its ground state.
The calculation of total cross sections in momdis accounts for these two processes
separately. Scattering matrices for an ‘impact parameter’ b are calculated as
S(b) = exp[iχ(b)] with χ(b) = 1
kNN
∫
J0(qb)ρ˜A(q)ρ˜B(q)fNN (q)qdq. (2.15)
Here the phase shift χ(b) includes T (b) from (2.13), and fNN is parametrized as
fNN (q) =
kNN
(4pi)2σNN (i+ αNN ) exp(−βNNq
2) (2.16)
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with tabulated coefficients σNN , αNN and βNN . The phase shift due to the Coulomb
interaction is added as χC . According to [BG06; HBE96], the two cross section contri-
butions can then be written as
σel.bup =
∑
m
[
〈φ0|(|Sˆv|2|Sˆc|2)|φ0〉 − |〈φ0|(SˆvSˆc)|φ0〉|2
]
(2.17)
and
σinel.bup =
pi
k2
∑
m
[
〈φ0|(|Sˆc|2(1− |Sˆv|2))|φ0〉
]
(2.18)
where φ0 is the wave function of the projectile, and Sˆv and Sˆc the scattering matrices
for interaction of the valence nucleon and the core, respectively, with the target. The
latter equation includes the terms |Sˆc|2 and 1 − |Sˆv|2, the former of which describes
the probability that the residue c survives the reaction, and the latter that the nucleon
is absorbed [Tos01]. These integrals are evaluated in the code to calculate the two
components of the reaction cross section.
For the calculation of momentum distributions, it is assumed that the shape of the
distribution is the same for the elastic and inelastic breakup channels [BG06]. The distri-
bution (p‖, p⊥) is calculated only for the inelastic channel and then scaled to reproduce
the total cross section using the expressions for
dσinel.bup
d3k
(2.19)
given in [HBE96]. Presently, parallel and transverse momentum distributions cannot be
calculated for the diffractive part of the cross section within the model presented here.
The cross section for stripping is typically larger by a factor two, so that the scaled
distribution mainly contains the ‘correctly’ calculated part. Nevertheless, a calculation
of both parts would be desirable and is being investigated [Gad07].
The simple description given in the previous section appears again in the tρρ approx-
imation. The process is assumed to be independent of the spin of the valence parti-
cle [BG06]. Therefore, j appears only in the quantum numbers for the wave-function
calculation.
2.4.3. Spectroscopic Factors
In the calculations described above, cross sections are calculated for the reaction of the
c+ v system with the target, where v is in a specific state nlj. The calculations do not
account for the structure of the incoming nucleus: occupation probabilities of the nlj
state are ignored in the momdis calculation. Therefore, the calculated cross sections are
single-particle cross sections σsp: they apply to a situation where exactly one nucleon is
in the specified state.
The relation to occupation probabilities has to be calculated within the shell model.
For initial and final wave functions Ψi and Ψf of the initial nucleus with mass A and
the final nucleus of mass A − 1, respectively, the overlap after a knockout reaction can
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be expanded in terms of one-particle wave functions as [HT03]
〈Ψc(1, . . . , A− 1)⊗Ψv(A)|Ψc+v(1, . . . , A)〉rv =
∑
j
cjψj(rv) (2.20)
(with details of the angular momentum coupling not shown, as in [HT03]) with the
spectroscopic amplitudes cj . The spectroscopic factors are Sj = |cj |2. They relate the
single-particle cross sections σsp and the expected cross section
σtheo =
∑
j
Sjσsp(nlj). (2.21)
Here, the spectroscopic factors contain the nuclear structure information, while the σsp
are related to the reaction mechanism.
Spectroscopic factors can be calculated using a shell model code like, e.g., antoine
[Cau04; CN99]. This was done in chapter 3 using the USD interaction for 37Ca and
36Ca.
On the other hand, experimental spectroscopic factors may be determined by com-
paring experimental and single-particle cross sections. Thereby, a knockout experiment
can yield, at the same time, information on the angular momentum l of the removed
particle and on the occupancy of the shell where the particle was removed from.
2.5. Isospin
The concept of isospin may be used, e.g., to distinguish between nuclei which have
the same nucleon number A but differ in their proton and neutron numbers Z and N ,
respectively.
Within the isospin formalism, the proton and the neutron are treated as two states
of the same particle, the nucleon [Cas00; BL06]. The concept is based on the obser-
vation that the strong interaction between nucleons is approximately charge-symmetric
and charge-independent. The Coulomb interaction, which applies only to protons, is
neglected.
The nucleon is assigned an isospin quantum number T , with a projection quantum
number
Tz = +
1
2 for the neutron state, and Tz = −
1
2 for the proton state. (2.22)
The choice of the sign is a matter of convention (the opposite assignment may also be
found in the literature; −12 for protons is used in [Cas00; BL06]). For a multi-nucleon
system, Tz is the algebraic sum of the individual Tz, or
Tz =
N − Z
2 . (2.23)
This implies that mirror nuclei, i.e., nuclei a and b with Na = Zb and Nb = Za, have
opposite signs of Tz: Tz,a = −Tz,b. The possible values of T depend on the configuration
of the system (see [Cas00, p. 84+]).
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3. Structure Investigations of 36Ca
With the advent of high-intensity, high-energy radioactive beams, the comparison of
properties of mirror nuclei has regained larger interest among nuclear physicists. As for
heavier nuclei the neutron number exceeds the proton number, the mirrors of heavier
stable nuclei around mass A ≈ 40 lie far away from the β-stability line. They become
accessible for in-beam spectroscopy only gradually. The present investigation looks at
the A = 36, T = 2 mirror pair formed by 36Ca and 36S, and at their A + 1 neighbors
37Ca and 37Cl. While these Chlorine and Sulfur isotopes are stable, the two Calcium
isotopes have half-lives of 181.1(10)ms (A = 37) and 102(2)ms (A = 36), respectively.
Calcium isotopes are of special interest because of the Z = 20 shell closure, but little
was known on Ca isotopes lighter than A = 38. It is not yet known if 34Ca has a bound
ground state. Ground-state spins and nuclear lifetimes for A = 35 . . . 37 were known,
but, except for one state in 37Ca, no information on excited states existed.
Starting from the assumption of isospin independence of the nucleon-nucleon inter-
action, mirror nuclei should be identical in their structure. This symmetry is broken
by the Coulomb interaction, which applies only to the charged protons, and turns iden-
tity to similarity in most cases. An experimental test of theoretical assumptions might
yield confirmation, but also surprises may occur, and thereby input for an improved
understanding can be obtained. This experiment was performed to provide such input.
In the nuclei 36S and 34Si, the excitation energies of the first 2+ states are quite high.
These states are located at 3291 and 3328 keV, respectively, and are thus not much below
the excitation energy of the doubly-magic nucleus 40Ca which has E(2+1 ) = 3904 keV.
These high excitation energies might be a sign of large energy gaps between the proton
1d5/2, 2s1/2, and 1d3/2 orbitals. As a large energy gap is nothing else than a (sub-)shell
closure, this indicates closed (sub)shells at Z = 14 and Z = 16. It is interesting to
find out if these signatures can also be observed in the mirror nuclei, for N = 14 and
N = 16. It is not known if 34Ca has a bound ground state, but as calculations predict a
very small proton separation energy [Col98], the observation of an excited state at high
energy seems unlikely. But for 36Ca, a similarly high excitation energy as in 36S may be
expected. The primary aim of the experiment was to measure this excitation energy.
Besides the excitation energies, shell occupancies are a very important nuclear prop-
erty. Information on shell occupancies can be obtained from a measurement of spec-
troscopic factors, i.e. from a comparison of experimental and calculated single-particle
cross sections (see sec. 2.4.3). Such spectroscopic factors can be derived from experi-
ment by measuring momentum distributions of the one-neutron knockout residues 36Ca.
Comparing these spectroscopic factors to values calculated in a shell model framework
can yield information on the shell occupancies.
This chapter is divided into several sections. In the first, section 3.1, a general de-
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scription of a momentum distribution measurement is given, followed by a description
of the concrete setup used in this experiment in section 3.2. Subsequently, the steps
of the data analysis are detailed in section 3.3 which is followed by a presentation and
discussion of the results in sections 3.5 and 3.6. Results for other nuclei than 36Ca are
briefly presented in appendix A.
3.1. Experimental Considerations
In the experiment, two aims should be achieved: The energy of the first excited 2+ state
in 36Ca should be determined, and, secondly, momentum distributions and cross sections
should be measured to gain information on the shell occupancies. The combination of
both goals leads to some requirements for the experimental setup.
The possibility to achieve both aims in one experiment is based on the two-step frag-
mentation technique. Only beams of stable ions can be extracted from the ion source
and then be accelerated. The stable isotope nearest to and heavier than 37Ca is 40Ca.
A first fragmentation step—outside the experimental area—is used to produce a sec-
ondary beam of 37Ca from the 40Ca primary beam. Because this reaction is outside the
experimental area, a very intense beam can be used without running into problems with
background radiation and high counting rates of the detectors at the target position,
e.g., from the large amount of γ rays emitted in the de-excitation of the large number
of nuclei produced. Due to the long flight time to the experimental area compared to
typical lifetimes of nuclear excited states, nuclei of the secondary beam may also be ex-
pected to be in their ground states when they arrive at the experimental target, except
for possible isomeric states. In the experimental area, a second reaction follows where
36Ca is produced by one-neutron removal from the secondary beam. As many of the
nuclei produced in the first fragmentation step can be kept away from the experimental
area, where the total acceptable rate is limited, a higher production of 36Ca may be
achieved. An example including rate considerations for a different experiment is given
in [Sta03].
The cross section for the intended knockout reaction is of the order of 10mb. A
commonly used target material for such experiments is 9Be, as it has a high purity (9Be
being the only stable isotope), low charge, low mass, and small γ-ray background (no
bound excited state exist). Even for a thick Be foil of 200mg/cm2, as it was used in
this experiment, only in the order of one in ten-thousand of the incoming 37Ca ions
undergo the desired reaction. Therefore it is necessary to use such a thick target to
have a sufficient reaction rate. Passing through a thick target requires a high beam
energy to avoid that the particles are stopped inside. In our case, particles may not be
stopped in the target because it is necessary to identify them after the reaction. An
important constraint on the possible target thickness is that the approximations and
parametrizations used in the calculation of the momentum distributions are valid only
for laboratory beam energies of more than 30MeV/u (see sec. 2.4.2). Thus the beam
energy should not be below this value in the target.
To measure momentum distributions for 36Ca residual nuclei both for the first excited
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2+ state and in the ground state, γ rays and particle momenta have to be measured
in coincidence. Two momentum distributions are measured: one where a γ ray was
detected in coincidence with the 36Ca ion, and the total, or inclusive distribution, where
the γ-ray detectors are ignored. From these two, the distribution for the ground state
can be calculated. For an accurate determination of both distributions it is therefore
desirable to use a γ-ray detector with a high detection efficiency . A large  decreases the
error on the γ-coincident distribution due to the better statistics. Because the ground-
state distribution is calculated by subtracting this distribution, scaled by 1/, from the
inclusive one, it also reduces the error on the ground-state distribution.
A good energy resolution of the γ-ray detector is less important in the 36Ca case.
From the known level scheme of the mirror nucleus, 36S, it is expected that the first
two excited states—ignoring the 0+-isomer which will not decay by γ-ray emission—are
separated by around 1MeV or 30% of the excitation energy. Discriminating between
such energies is possible with scintillation detectors.
Finally, it is necessary to select the reaction channel. As the secondary beam cannot
be expected to contain only the desired 37Ca, an identification of the incoming beam
particles is necessary. For the products of the reactions in the secondary target, this is
also inevitable, as many different types of reactions may occur. Because the different
ions are not spatially separated, the identification has to be done event-by-event with
specialized detectors.
These requirements were fulfilled by the setup described in the following.
3.2. Experimental Setup
The experiment was carried out at GANIL (Grand Accelerateur National d’Ions Lourds)
in Caen, France. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the accelerators and experimental halls
of GANIL.
A primary beam of 40Ca was accelerated to an energy of about 94.5MeV/u in the
two cyclotrons CSS1 and CSS2 (see top of figure 3.1). This beam energy corresponds to
about 42% of the speed of light.
3.2.1. Primary Target SISSI
To produce a secondary beam with 37Ca, the 40Ca ions must undergo a first reaction
in a primary target, in which part of the beam particles make a fragmentation reaction
and lose one or more nucleons.
At GANIL, this primary target is located in a device called SISSI (Source d’Ions
Secondaires à Superconducteurs Intense) [BGO95] which receives the accelerated beam
after extraction from the second cyclotron, CSS2. Its main components are a rotating
target foil, and solenoids surrounding the foil which focus the ion beam. For a continuous
adjustment of the matter thickness in beam direction, the target foil can be tilted around
an axis perpendicular to the beam direction. For this experiment, a carbon foil with a
thickness of d0 = 270mg/cm2 was used. The foil was tilted to an angle of α = 25 ◦ to
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Figure 3.1.: Overview of the
accelerators and experimental
halls at GANIL [GAN07]. The
beam was accelerated in the
two cyclotrons CSS1 and CSS2,
and then guided through SISSI,
the α spectrometer, and the
fishbone to the experimental
hall of SPEG.
the beam axis, so that the beam had to pass through
d = d0/ cosα ≈ 298mg/cm2
of carbon material. This setting was optimized during the experiment by varying the
angle to obtain the maximum rate of 37Ca in the experimental hall. After the primary
target, the energy of the 37Ca ions was about 71MeV/u.
After passing through SISSI, the beam was composed of a mixture of ions containing
both the primary beam and many different nuclear species, among them the desired
37Ca. While the total beam intensity stays quite constant, the energy and composition
of the beam are very different after the primary target. The calculation of expected
production rates of the different isotopes shall not be detailed here. More information
on this topic may be found in the literature [Tar04; SB02; GS91; GH78].
3.2.2. Alpha Spectrometer
After SISSI, the beam is guided through the α spectrometer. It serves as a filter to
select the desired secondary beam of 37Ca. This selection is important to reduce the
beam intensity in the experimental hall and to obtain the maximum rate of the desired
ions.
The spectrometer is named after its shape (see figure 3.1). It is built mainly from two
consecutive dipole magnets and a degrader between them, plus quadrupole magnets for
beam focusing. For the selection of the nuclear species the deflection of charged particles
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Figure 3.2.: Schematic view of a Galotte MCP detec-
tor [OMLS+96, fig. 1]. Beam particles release electrons
from the emissive foil. These are guided to the ampli-
fying micro-channel plates by a combined electric and
magnetic field, and detected in the sense-wire matrix.
in the magnetic field of the dipoles is used. For the magnetic field B,
Bρ = p
Q
= γmv
Q
(3.1)
with γ−2 = 1− β2 and β = v/c, the velocity v of the charged particle, and the speed of
light c. With slits in the right position the part of the beam with the desired Bρ can be
selected. In our experiment, the dipoles were set to magnetic rigidities Bρ1 = 2, 291Tm
before, and Bρ2 = 2, 093Tm after the degrader for the 37Ca secondary beam.
The role of the degrader is to allow a selection of the charge of the particles by making
use of the charge dependence of the energy loss dE/dx in material as described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation [Leo94, sec. 2.2.3],
dE
dx
= Z2f(v) (3.2)
with a function f of the nucleus’ velocity v, and the charge Z of the nucleus. A wedge-
shaped foil is used to match energy loss, momentum and beam line geometry. For our
experiment, the degrader for the 37Ca selection was an aluminum foil of 521µm thickness
in the beam axis.
Despite setting the α spectrometer on 37Ca, other nuclei reached the secondary target,
some of them even with higher intensity than 37Ca. Nevertheless, with this setting, the
intensity of 37Ca was maximized without exceeding the rate limitation of the detectors
in the experimental hall.
3.2.3. Time-of-Flight Before the Secondary Target
At the exit of the α spectrometer, a multichannel-plate-detector (MCP) [OMLS+96] is
set up for a measurement of flight times before the secondary target. The model used
at GANIL is called Galotte (see figure 3.2). It was made use of its time resolution of
better than 500 ps, but not of its position measurement capability.
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Figure 3.3.: View of the CATS
MWPC detector [OMA+99,
fig. 2]. Beam particles passing
through the detector ionize the
gas. The electric field acceler-
ates the charges and leads to a
time signal on the anode, and
to y and x position signals on
the two cathodes.
A second detector for the time measurement was placed just before the secondary
target. At the beginning of the experiment, this was a low-pressure multi-wire pro-
portional counter (MWPC). Here, a model named CATS (Chambre A Trajectoires de
Saclay) [OMA+99] is used at GANIL (see fig. 3.3). It delivers an accurate time signal
with a resolution of better than 500 ps, and allows for a determination of the position
of the beam particles. (The latter ability was not used much, as there was only one
such detector which does not permit trajectory reconstruction—but see figure 3.9 and
section 3.5.3 on the reaction cross section.) In the course of the beam time, the MWPC
detector was replaced by a second MCP detector of the same type as at the exit of the
α spectrometer. To count the incoming beam particles, a scaler was connected to the
detector before the target. For every 10000th particle, it triggered the data acquisition
to store the time-of-flight values.
The purpose of both detectors is the identification of the secondary beam particles,
although the detector at the target position is also used for other purposes to be described
later. As the filtering with the α spectrometer leaves more than one component in the
beam, it is necessary to identify individual beam particles to be able to select a particular
reaction channel. With a measurement of the flight time t of each ion for the fixed
distance s between the detectors, and with the known Bρ value, the ratio of mass m to
charge Z can be determined from eq. (3.1) inserting the velocity v = s/t.
The same method can be applied for a measurement of the time of arrival at one of
the detectors relative to the high frequency of the cyclotron.
A determination of the Z of the secondary beam components was not foreseen in the
setup. The selection in the α spectrometer is sufficient to let only one isotope pass for
each Z.
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Table 3.1.: Target thicknesses d deduced from measured Bρ values with and without secondary
target for different components of the secondary beam using the program LISE++ [TB03].
Nucleus 37Ca 36K 35Ar 32S 31P 30Si
Bρ with (Tm) 2.0932 2.0864 2.0783 2.1202 2.1060 2.0862
Bρ without (Tm) 1.6546 1.6498 1.6430 1.6766 1.6649 1.6492
d (µm) 1091 1070 1045 1168 1123 1063
Figure 3.4.: The Château de
Cristal is built of 74 BaF2 detec-
tor crystals embedded in red alu-
minum cans. The PMTs extend be-
yond these cans. The name crystal
castle is due to the geometry with
all detectors aligned perpendicular
to the beam plane.
3.2.4. Secondary Target
After the MWPC/MCP timing detector, the beam passes through the secondary target.
This was a Be foil of about 198mg/cm2, or 1072µm thickness. The energy of the
secondary beam was about 60MeV/u before and 38MeV/u after the target.
The target thickness was determined experimentally. The 40Ca primary beam was
guided into SPEG, and the Bρ value of the beam was measured with and without the
target foil. From these two Bρ values, the energy loss in the target can be calculated.
Using the program LISE++ [TB03], the target thickness required to reproduce this energy
loss can be determined.
In the program, the energy loss dE(E)/dx is integrated over the target thickness. As
these energy loss values are not known with high precision, the target thickness cannot be
determined precisely. In table 3.1, thickness values calculated for different components
of the secondary beam are listed. They were obtained from runs 164 and 166–169 before
the start of the production runs (see table 3.2). Deviations of up to 100µm have been
obtained for the target thickness. In the following, a target thickness of 198(10)mg/cm2,
as measured with the primary beam, is assumed in the calculations.
3.2.5. Gamma-Ray Detectors – “Château de Cristal”
The secondary target was surrounded by the detectors of the Château de Cristal [Bec84].
It is built of 74 BaF2 scintillation-detector crystals with hexagonal shape. The edges of
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the crystals are 5 cm long, and the height of the crystals is 14 cm. Figure 3.4 shows that
the crystals are aligned parallel to each other and perpendicular to the beam axis. The
distance of the crystal front to the beam plane is 12.2 cm for the outer ring, and 32.3 cm
for the innermost detectors to have a similar distance to the target for all detectors. A
photomultiplier tube (PMT) is attached to each of the crystals. It is read out with a
charge-to-digital converter (QDC).
The detector material contains some contaminants which are α emitters. The energy
deposit from the α particles can be seen in the energy spectra. As the α decay is not
correlated with the secondary beam particles, a narrow time gate for the particle-γ
coincidence suppresses this background efficiently.
In addition to the Château de Cristal, three small Ge clover detectors from the EX-
OGAM array were placed around the target. They have a higher energy resolution than
the BaF2 detectors, but due to their lower detection efficiency they could not contribute
to the in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy. Nevertheless their presence was very important for
the experimental determination of the efficiency of the Château de Cristal. The high
energy resolution allowed to make coincidence measurements of γ rays which could not
have been resolved with the BaF2 detectors.
3.2.6. Spectrometer SPEG
Finally, the beam reaches the spectrometer SPEG (Spectromètre à Perte d’Energie au
GANIL) [BFG+89]. The main components of the spectrometer part are two large dipole
magnets, two pairs of drift chambers, an ionization chamber and a beam-stopping plastic
scintillator. Figure 3.5 shows a bird’s view on SPEG.
In the dipoles, the charged particles are deflected according to their Bρ value, as
described by eq. (3.1). From a position measurement after the deflection, this Bρ value
can then be calculated.
The particle position in the x−y plane is measured by the two pairs of drift chambers.
As four such positions are determined, the reconstruction of the particle trajectory is
possible.
Figure 3.6 shows a schematic view of such a drift chamber. Particles ionize the gas
along their track. In the electric field, the released electrons move to the Frisch grid,
where they are amplified and finally detected on the pads. Each chamber has 128 such
pads of 5.46mm width with inter-pad gaps of 0.54mm. The signal measured on each
pad is proportional to the number of charge carriers released above it. Therefore, the
centroid of the charge distribution determines the x position in the respective chamber
with a higher precision than the width of the pads. For the calculation of the centroid,
the SECHS method [LP95] is used. In [Lib01], a very similar drift chamber is described,
in which the pads are not individually read out. The two rows of pads of a pair of
drift chambers are displaced in x direction by half their width. In beam direction, the
distance between the two chambers of a pair is 51mm.
The y position is determined from the drift time of the electrons to the anode wire.
This time is measured relative to the time signal from the plastic scintillator at the end
of SPEG.
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Figure 3.5.: View on SPEG
[BFG+89]. The beam enters
from the upper left side. Here,
only the spectrometer part af-
ter the target is discussed, i.e.
the drift chambers (labeled De-
tectors), the ionization chamber
and the plastic scintillator.
pads
wires
ion
y
x
isobutane
Figure 3.6.: Schematic view of a drift chamber in
SPEG. Electrons released by the passing particle are
accelerated in the electric field parallel to the y axis
towards the wires. They are amplified by the high
tension between the wires and the pads where they
are finally detected.
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To reconstruct the particle trajectory, the four positions are, as already stated, con-
nected by a best fit straight line. Assuming that the scattering of the particle in the
chambers is negligible, this line represents the particle trajectory. From the line, the an-
gles θ between the trajectory and the x− z plane (taking into account the tilting angle
of 8 ◦ between focal and x − z plane), and φ for the y − z plane can be calculated. A
calculation of the intersection point of the best fit line with the tilted focal plane yields
the position of the particle in the focal plane. From the x position the Bρ value can
be calculated, and, if the charge Z of the particle is known, also the momentum can be
determined.
The drift chambers are followed by an ionization chamber, which is used to identify
the Z of the particles. The energy loss in the gas, which depends on Z according to the
Bethe-Bloch formula, is measured in three consecutive chambers, but only the average
is recorded.
Finally, the beam is stopped in a plastic scintillator. Along the beam axis, the distance
between target and scintillator was 16.6m. The scintillator is connected to two PMTs
on the right and the left side. Their signal is used both for time measurements and as a
trigger for the data acquisition system. One time measurement is, as explained above,
against the anode signals from the drift chambers for the determination of y positions.
Another time measurement is relative to the MWPC/MCP detector before the target.
From this time-of-flight between target and beam stop—the short flight path to the
target can be neglected—and the Bρ value obtained from the x position in the focal
plane, the ratio of mass to charge can be determined after the target. Together with the
Z identification by the drift chambers, this allows to determine the mass A and charge
Z of each outgoing particle.
As the very intense secondary beam is also scattered in the target and partially enters
SPEG, a slit had to be placed in front of the focal plane for some production runs to
keep the trigger rate acceptable. The presence of this slit is listed in table 3.2.
3.3. Experiment and Data Analysis
One week of beam time was available for the experiment. This time includes the setup
and optimization of the beams, test runs, calibration runs and different settings for the
secondary beam. Table 3.2 lists the most important runs of the experiment. The results
for the nucleus 36Ca, that will be presented in section 3.5, have been obtained from the
production runs with a 37Ca secondary beam. Between these, data were taken with
a 36Ca secondary beam. Some results extracted from these data will be presented in
Appendix A.
The secondary beam that was finally obtained contained mainly 37Ca, 36K, 35Ar and
34Cl, and also 32S, and 31P.
To start with the description of the analysis, the calibration of some detectors will be
explained in the following sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Then the other important steps of
the data analysis follow in sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.9.
Most of the analysis was done using the software described in Appendix B.
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Table 3.2.: Overview of the different runs. The mass number A is given for the secondary
beam component with Z = 20. The value Bρα after the α spectrometer remained unchanged
throughout the experiment. The beam intensities ν are typical values of a frequency counter on
the detector at the target position.
runs A Bρα BρSPEG ν target det. target SPEG slit
(Tm) (Tm) (kHz)
164 37 2.093 1.655 0.165 MWPC yes no
166–169 37 2.093 2.093 0.150 MWPC no no
170–359 37 2.093 1.600 91 MWPC yes yes
366–400 37 2.093 1.600 85 MCP yes yes
427–452 36 2.093 1.579 67 MCP yes no
457–521 37 2.093 1.588 160 MCP yes yes
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Figure 3.7.: For the
Bρ calibration of
SPEG, the Bρ setting
of SPEG was varied
for a fixed beam Bρ,
and for each setting
the x distribution in
the focal plane was
measured.
3.3.1. Bρ Calibration of SPEG
At the beginning of the beam time, calibration coefficients for the measurement of Bρ
values with SPEG were determined in a few dedicated runs. The primary 40Ca beam
was guided into SPEG with reduced beam intensity. While the Bρ value of the beam
was kept constant, the magnetic field of the dipoles was changed, and thereby the Bρ
value of particles that can travel along the central axis. For each Bρ setting of SPEG,
the mean x position of the beam in the focal plane was determined. Figure 3.7 shows x
distributions for the chosen Bρ settings. From the mean x values, the relation
Bρbeam =
1
0.9998− 1.2558 · 10−4 · xBρSPEG (3.3)
has been deduced for x in mm. The dimensions and placement of the pads was assumed
to be as described in section 3.2.6. The given relation is also true for other Bρ settings
of SPEG as these are set by changing the magnetic field, but not the geometry, and
the deflection depends linearly on the magnetic field. It has, therefore, been used in all
following calculations of Bρ values.
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For an ion with charge Q, the relation
p = 299.792 Q Bρ (3.4)
holds for values of Bρ in Tm, and momentum p in MeV/c.
From figure 3.7 also the good momentum resolution of SPEG can be estimated. The
peak for Bρ = 2.093Tm has a width of around 0.85mm FWHM, which corresponds to
a momentum resolution of dp/p < 10−4. This is largely sufficient for the purposes of
this experiment.
3.3.2. Energy Calibration of the BaF2-Detectors
To obtain precise γ-ray energies, the detectors of the Château de Cristal have to be
calibrated using known transition energies. This calibration is usually done with sources
placed at or near the target position. In the experiment, sources of 22Na, 60Co and 152Eu
were available. None of these emits γ rays near 3MeV where the first 2+ state of 36Ca is
expected from a comparison with its mirror nucleus. From the 22Na source, e.g., γ rays
of energies 511 and 1275 keV are emitted from the β+ decay of 22Na.
Therefore, the calibration of the detectors was performed in two steps. In the first
step, a calibration for each individual crystal was extracted from the spectra obtained
with the Na source. This source calibration was repeated several times throughout the
beam time to compensate for possible shifts due to temperature changes or other effects.
In the second step, lines originating from excited nuclei produced in the secondary
target during the production runs were used to make small corrections to these calibra-
tions. As these γ rays were emitted in flight, the measured energies had to be corrected
for Doppler shifts. This was done in the way described later (in sec. 3.3.8). Even for the
most intense lines from the nuclei produced in-beam, it was not possible to correct the
calibration of each crystal individually. Therefore, a global correction was applied for
each of the four run groups listed in the last rows of table 3.2. While this type of correc-
tion does not improve the energy resolution, i.e. the width of the lines, it still reduces
the error on the observed centroid. The result of the calibration procedure is shown in
table 3.3 for the runs 170–359. The table shows that global corrections are rather small.
The remaining deviations from the known transition energies do not exceed 8 keV.
3.3.3. Particle Identification After the Target
According to eq. (3.1), a particle’s time-of-flight after the target and its Bρ value de-
termine the ratio of its mass and charge. Although the formula is simple, its practical
application is not. This is due to the different flight path lengths depending on the
particle’s momentum and the angle θ of its trajectory against the y − z plane. For ex-
ample, the energy loss in the secondary target and in the drift chambers depends on the
charge of the ion. Also the flight path length in the ionization chamber depends on the
x position of the particle in the focal plane and its angle θ. This complicates a thorough
analysis of the energy loss signal. To identify particles, it is not necessary to separately
account for these dependencies. It is sufficient to ‘correct’ the time-of-flight and energy
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Table 3.3.: Calibration of the BaF2 detectors using a 22Na source and known lines from nuclei
produced in the secondary target. The known energy values Elit are taken from [ENS07]. Esource
denotes the value obtained with the 22Na source, Ein-beam the value after the global correction.
The difference ∆ = Elit −Ein-beam is also given. The values given here are for the runs 170–359.
For the other sets of runs, a similar quality of the calibration was achieved.
Ion Transition Elit. Esource Ein-beam |∆|
(keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (%)
33Cl 1/2+ → 3/2+ 810.52(16) 815.6(20) 807.7(22) 3 0.35
34Ara 2+2 → 2+1 1196.6(6) 1207.3(15) 1198.2(12) 2 0.14
29Si 3/2+ → 1/2+ 1273.367(12) 1278.2(6) 1269.5(6) 4 0.30
28Si 2+ → 0+ 1778.969(12) 1789.7(6) 1780.1(6) 1 0.06
29Si 5/2+ → 1/2+ 2028.12(6) 2039.3(15) 2028.9(18) 1 0.04
34Ara 2+1 → 0+ 2090.8(3) 2094.6(12) 2085.6(12) 5 0.25
32S 2+1 → 0+ 2230.2(3) 2245.9(10) 2235.8(10) 6 0.25
28Si 4+ → 2+ 2838.67(5) 2842.5(26) 2831.1(28) 8 0.27
aThe error of the literature value was calculated from the errors of the level energies as no error of
the γ-ray energies is given in [ENS07].
loss signals with quadratic dependences on x position and angle θ. Suitable coefficients
can be obtained experimentally from correlation matrices.
Sorting the value pairs of A/Z and Z obtained this way into a matrix, separate peaks
become visible which correspond to individual isotopes. An unambiguous identification
of the isotopes can be achieved through the γ-ray spectra observed in coincidence with
the events in some of the peaks where γ-transition energies are known. Figure 3.8a shows
such an identification matrix. Besides the peaks for the different isotopes, long diagonal
and vertical stripes are visible which are centered around the scattered components
of the secondary beam. This background could be strongly reduced with correlation
requirements.
One of these correlations was required between the energy losses measured in the
ionization and drift chambers. In the latter, the energy loss of the ions is also measured
quantitatively, but as this measurement is not the primary purpose of the detectors, the
resolution is worse than in the ionization chamber. The energy loss value for the drift
chambers was calculated as the sum of signals of the pad with the maximum charge
deposit and its two neighbors, summed over all four drift chambers. Here too, the
dependence on x and θ was accounted for with a quadratic ‘correction’. The correlation
was enforced by defining a range around the diagonal line seen in a matrix plot of the
two energy loss values, and by rejecting events with signals outside this range.
A second correlation was required between the time-of-flight and the energy signal of
the plastic scintillator which stops the beam. The energy deposited there corresponds
to the kinetic energy of the ion, which, according to
T = 12mv
2 ⇒
√
m
q
= Bρ√
2T
, (3.5)
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also allows a determination of the mass-to-charge ratio. Again, a quadratic ‘correction’
for the x and θ dependence was applied, a range was defined experimentally in a matrix,
and events not in this range were rejected.
With these correlation requirements, the particle identification matrix shown in fig-
ure 3.8b is obtained, where the vertical and diagonal stripes are strongly reduced.
Figures 3.8c and 3.8d show particle identification matrices for the runs with a MCP
detector before the target. These are less clean than the matrices obtained with the
MWPC (but see 3.10). All peaks have a satellite at lower A/Q values. As the A/Q value
is calculated from the time-of-flight and the satellite peaks appear with the replacement
of the detector, it may be assumed that they originate from an undesired signal from
the MCP detector, which has, however, a time relation to the particle passage. It is
very likely that these signals are produced if the MCP amplification is started by x rays,
not electrons, emitted when the ion passes through the emissive foil of the detector (see
figure 3.2). The x rays would reach the MCP faster, which agrees with the location of
the satellite peaks in the matrix.
3.3.4. Efficiency of SPEG
For one of the calculations of the total knockout cross section (see sec. 3.5.3), the effi-
ciency of the SPEG detector setup needs to be known. This efficiency was determined
using data taken immediately before the start of the 36Ca production runs (164–169, see
table 3.2). In these runs, the beam intensity was small. Therefore, both the dead-time
of the data acquisition system and the number of double-hits in the MWPC detector
were small. Furthermore there was no slit in SPEG and the momentum distributions of
the beam components were narrow enough to be in the acceptance range of SPEG.
As a first step, the live time of the data acquisition was determined. It is given by
the ratio of two scalers fed by a 100Hz pulser, one of them with and one without an
anti-coincidence with the busy signal of the data acquisition system. The ratio of the two
counts determines the live time ratio, which was l = 0.94(1). For higher beam intensity,
the dead time ratio (1− l) was larger.
Then, the number N of ions passing through the CATS detector was read from the
corresponding scaler. The number n of ions detected in SPEG is the number of events
triggered by the plastic scintillator, minus a few events where a trajectory line could not
be fitted well. The efficiency of SPEG is then
SPEG =
n
N
1
l
= 0.92(1). (3.6)
This is actually only the efficiency of SPEG relative to the MWPC detector, but this is
not a problem. For the cross section calculation, the time signal of the MWPC detector
is used to select the incoming beam both for the counting of 37Ca and for the counting
of 36Ca so that its efficiency cancels out in the calculation. Furthermore, the efficiency
of the detector is expected to be very close to 100% for the present beam [OMA+99].
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3.3.5. Particle Identification Before the Target
For the identification of particles reaching the secondary target, a time-of-flight mea-
surement was foreseen in the setup. This is sufficient to distinguish the components of
the secondary beam. Unfortunately, this measurement was not successful, maybe due
to problems in the electronics setup. These problems are related to the beam intensity
and were not noticed until after the end of the experiment.
In the runs with the MWPC detector before the target, about 38% of the events
recorded on tape have no value from the time-of-flight measurement, indicating overflow
or failure to start the measurement. A test with low beam intensity yields a one-to-one
correspondence of peaks in the time-of-flight spectrum to peaks in the SPEG particle
identification matrix. But almost all peaks of the matrix are visible at high intensity,
even with conditions on the time-of-flight before the target that should select only one
isotope of the incoming beam. This cannot fully be caused by nuclear reactions as for
the light beam components, heavy nuclei are observed in SPEG, too. In addition, the
percentage of, e.g., 37Ca ions of the total counted in SPEG is quite different if a condition
is set on the time CATS-HF (HF being the high frequency of the cyclotron) alone, or if
an additional condition is set on the time CATS-Galotte. With a correct identification,
this value should stay constant.
For the runs with the MCP detector in place of the MWPC, the situation is even worse.
Only a few percent of the events have values from the time-of-flight measurement. And
the time-of-flight spectra before the target remain almost unaffected by conditions on
particular isotopes in SPEG. As this does not allow an identification of the incoming
particles, the data from runs with the MCP detector have not not used for the cross
section determination.
3.3.6. Double-Counting in CATS
During the production runs, the beam intensity was quite high, in the order of 100 kHz
on the secondary target. Therefore, sometimes two ions were detected in the same event
by CATS, and some of them can even be recognized.
Such events can be found by counting, for each event, the maxima in the charge deposit
on the strips. While this method yields illustrative examples of the problem, it does not
find events where two ions hit the detector at similar positions. Most of the two-particle
events, with or without two distinct maxima, should have a broader distribution of the
charge deposit on the strips. Figure 3.9 shows histograms of the width σ of the charge
distribution for two runs, with higher and lower beam intensity. Around 5% of the
events of the high-intensity runs have σ > 1. For the evaluation of cross sections it is
therefore assumed that for production runs, 5% of the events are double hits in CATS.
As this is just an estimate, a 2% absolute error has been assumed.
3.3.7. Time Gate on the BaF2 Detectors
In the reactions taking place in the secondary target, neutrons may be emitted with
high kinetic energies. Velocities around the speed of the beam may be reached. In
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Figure 3.9.: Width
(σx) of the horizontal
charge distributions on
CATS for runs with
high ( ) and low
( ) beam intensity.
contrast with charged particles, neutrons may pass through the beam tube, interact
with the scintillation crystals and deposit some energy. Furthermore, reactions may be
induced by these neutrons, exciting the nuclei of the crystals which then could emit γ
rays themselves. To suppress such background, it is desirable to discriminate signals
caused by neutrons from γ transitions in the target. This can be achieved using the
time signal from the scintillators. The neutrons need more time to reach the crystals
due to their lower velocity compared to photons. While γ rays have flight times in the
order of 1 ns, neutrons travel for around 4 ns when emitted with a kinetic energy of
50MeV. In the spectrum of time signals, these two can be separated, at least for some
detectors. For detectors in forward direction, the neutrons are faster and consequently
the time difference is smaller. Those detectors with an unclear separation of the two
contributions have not been used in the further analysis. Some other detectors could not
be used because of their bad resolution. In total, only 61 out of the present 74 detectors
have been used in the analysis.
3.3.8. Correction for the Relativistic Doppler Shift
Gamma rays emitted from nuclei in flight have different energies in the nuclear rest
frame and in the laboratory system due to the relativistic Doppler shift. The energy E0
in the rest frame is
E0 = Elabγ(1− β cosα) (3.7)
with β = v/c, γ−2 = 1 − β2, the velocity v of the nucleus at the time of emission, and
the speed of light c. Here, α denotes the angle between the directions of motion of the
nucleus and the γ ray. Due to the large opening angle of the BaF2 crystals of up to
25 ◦ and the small angles of the beam against the beam axis, the angles of the central
point of the detector against the beam axis were used as an approximation for α in the
analysis.
The half-life of the first 2+ state in 36S is 75 fs [ENS07], and as a very first approx-
imation a similar half-life can be assumed for the corresponding state in 36Ca. In this
time the nuclei travel approximately 7 µm or 0.7% of the target thickness. This means
that most γ-ray emissions will take place in the target. The energy loss in the target is
quite large: the Ca ions are slowed down from around 60MeV/u to around 38MeV/u.
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Therefore, the exact speed of the ion at which a γ ray was emitted is unknown. The
cross section for the knockout reaction does not change very much between the energies
at the beginning and the end of the target (cf. fig. 3.17). Therefore, it was assumed in
the analysis that the γ-ray emission took place in the middle of the target. The energy
at this point can be calculated from the energy loss in the target.
A minor improvement to this procedure was applied using the momentum measured
in SPEG: using LISE++ [TB03], the mid-target energy was calculated for ions with the
central Bρ of SPEG. Then, this ‘central’ mid-target Bρ can be used in eq. (3.3) in place
of BρSPEG to calculate the actual Bρ of the ions at mid-target and to obtain an estimate
for their speed.
3.3.9. Reconstruction of γ-Ray Energies with Add-Back
At high γ-ray energies, around 3MeV, as they can be expected in this experiment, the
Compton-scattering process has a significant cross section. If a γ ray leaves the crystal
after such a scattering process, the measured energy is not the energy of the photon.
For a partial reconstruction of the energy of these γ rays, energy values measured in
neighboring detectors were added in an add-back procedure: Energies measured in up to
three crystals in a row, or in a triangle, were added if their time signals were in a narrow,
common time window. For the Doppler correction, the emission angle of the γ ray has
to be known. As most frequently the largest energy deposit is at the first interaction
point of the γ ray, it has been assumed that this point lies in the crystal that measured
the largest contribution to the sum.
The same procedure is also suitable to partially reconstruct the energy of γ rays which
produced positron–electron–pairs. In the annihilation of the positron with an electron
from the crystal, two γ rays of 511 keV are produced, one or both of which might escape
from the detector crystal.
3.4. Geant4-Simulation of the Experiment
For the analysis of the momentum distributions, a Monte-Carlo simulation was used. It
will be described in the following section. Two important parts of this analysis are based
on this simulation. The first is the determination of the efficiency of the Château de
Cristal. As described in section 3.1, this efficiency is needed to calculate the momentum
distribution for the ground state of 36Ca. The second part is the broadening of the
momentum distributions in the Be target.
The simulation program was built using the Geant4 toolkit [AAA+03]. This software
package is developed and has been used for many years at CERN. One example of its
use for the development of γ-ray detectors is the simulation code by E. Farnea for the
AGATA detector [Far07].
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3.4.1. Detector and Material Geometries
The first step towards running a Geant4 simulation is to describe the geometries of
materials like target, beam tube, vacuum, and detectors.
Secondary target. The secondary target was simulated as a foil held by an Aluminum
frame floating in the beam tube (which is easy to realize in a simulation). This frame
was quadratic with 4 cm side length, 2mm thickness and a circular hole for the target
foil. The target foil itself was of the material suitable for the simulation being run.
For example, for the simulation of 36Ca momentum distributions, it was a Be foil of
4 cm diameter with a thickness of 1080µm. The thickness was chosen to reproduce the
measured Bρ values given in table 3.1. Apparently, the programs LISE++ and Geant4
use slightly different energy-loss tables.
Beam tube. The beam tube was modeled as a simple tube. As in the experiment, it
had an outer diameter of 100mm, and a thickness of 5mm and was made of steel. In
the simulation, ‘steel’ was assumed to be a mixture of 4% carbon, 8% cobalt and 88%
iron. The structures for the target support, the support of the beam tube itself and any
other complications were omitted. A perfect vacuum was assumed inside the tube.
The CATS detector. The CATS detector was modeled to see the effects of its anode
wires. The dimensions and material specifications were taken from [OMA+99]. The
diameter of the tungsten anode wires was set to 18µm. This deviation from [OMA+99]
(who specify 10µm) was made to make the simulation of the 37Ca secondary beam
agree with the experiment. These anode wires cover around 1% of the surface of CATS.
The beam passing through the wires is slowed down, and the slowed-down part of the
secondary 37Ca beam is then visible in the SPEG focal plane despite of the slit intended
to suppress the secondary beam.
No gap was modeled between the Au cathode strips of the MWPC detector to better
reproduce the shape of the momentum distribution of the 37Ca secondary beam without
target.
Secondary beam. The secondary beam parameters were adjusted to reproduce the ex-
perimental observations. The beam energy of the 37Ca secondary beam before the
MWPC detector was sampled from a Gaussian energy distribution centered at 60MeV/u
with σ = 0.11MeV/u. The angular distribution was isotropic around the beam axis.
The angle between beam axis and ion direction was sampled with the absolute value of
a Gaussian distribution centered in z direction with σ = 7.5× 10−6 rad. The possibility
to compare simulated and experimental beam was limited by the low statistics collected
in the runs without secondary target (cf. 3.2).
The Château de Cristal. The Château de Cristal was modeled as an arrangement of
BaF2 crystals. Unlike the real detector, the energy deposited in the scintillators by γ
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rays, neutrons and possibly other particles was read out directly. The photomultipli-
ers were not simulated as they are very complex devices for a Monte-Carlo simulation
because many materials and particles (low-energy photons) are involved in producing a
signal. The BaF2 material was shaped hexagonally with 5 cm diameter and 14 cm length.
The crystals were enclosed in 90µm Teflon, a 10µm air gap, and placed in Aluminum
cans of 0.9mm wall thickness. On top of the crystals, the glass and cathode materials
of the photomultipliers were attached without any intermediate layer. The 74 crystals
were arranged as in the experimental geometry.
The 22Na source data for the energy calibration of the real Château de Cristal were
used to find the energy resolution of the crystals. It was determined to be
σ = 1.52keV
√
Eγ/keV. (3.8)
No timing information from the Château de Cristal was used in the simulation. Those
crystals that were not used in the real analysis, were simulated to account for scattering,
but then ignored in the analysis of simulated data. The same add-back procedure that
was used for the experimental data (see section 3.3.9), was also applied to the simulated
data.
The spectrometer SPEG. The spectrometer SPEG was not modeled at all to simplify
and speed up the simulation. Instead, the Bρ and angles of the beam particles were taken
from the tracked particles and smeared out with Gaussian distributions to account for
the detector resolution.
3.4.2. Physical Processes in the Simulation
In the Geant4 toolkit, a simulation of many physical processes is already included.
Among those are the photo effect, Compton scattering, pair production, ionization and
energy loss by particles passing through matter, and many others. Only a few processes
had to be modified or added for the present work.
Gamma-Ray Emission
The emission of γ rays from excited, moving nuclei is one of them. The implementation of
the γ-ray emission process included in Geant4 previously only applied to nuclei produced
in radioactive decay and assumed that all transitions from cascades occur at once. Thus
it did not allow for transport and energy-loss processes to apply before γ-ray emissions
or between two steps of a cascade. Only the application to moving nuclei had to be
added.
This emission process implementation takes into account the lifetimes (in rest frame
and laboratory system) of the excited states and also the branching ratios if several γ
decay paths are known. The recoil of the nucleus is accounted for, too. The angular
distribution of emitted γ rays is always isotropic in the rest frame of the excited nucleus.
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One-Neutron Knockout
The code for a simulation of the one-neutron knockout process was newly implemented.
The present implementation includes a biasing technique (see below) to ensure that all
but a few percent of the incoming beam nuclei react in the target. This is unphysical,
but it is necessary to obtain simulation results in an acceptable time. For the target
thickness used in the experiment, cross sections in the order of 10mb mean that only
roughly one out of ten-thousand 37Ca ions nuclei makes a reaction. The cross sections for
other processes are not affected by the biasing. This is most important for the processes
describing the energy loss of the ions in the target.
The momentum distributions of the knockout residues have been calculated using the
program momdis [BG06]. The correlation of parallel and perpendicular distributions have
to be calculated in matrix form. The process classes added to Geant4 use these calculated
matrices to sample the momenta of the reaction products. A linear interpolation is used
to calculate the momentum distribution at the actual energy of the reacting ion from
the distributions calculated for a few beam particle energies. The energy dependences
of the calculated cross sections are taken into account, too. (see sec. 3.6)
Biasing technique. For a very small, energy-independent cross section, the probabil-
ity that a neutron knockout reaction occurs is approximately constant along the track
through the target. It is assumed in the simulation that the sum of cross sections of any
other isotope-changing reactions is small enough to apply the approximation of constant
reaction probability. Therefore the process implementation first calculates the track
length l′ in the target that can be expected from the particle direction at the entrance
point into the target1. This length is multiplied with a factor slightly above one to ensure
that the length l = l0 = el′ (where e = 1.02 was used) is longer than the actual track in
the target even in the presence of scattering. Using a uniform distribution, a fraction r
with 0 ≤ r < 1 is then chosen so that the particle shall travel the length rl before the
process applies. As will be shown in section 3.5.2 (fig. 3.17), the cross section calculated
with momdis for the knockout reaction varies slightly with the decreasing particle energy
in the Be target. For a varying cross section, the value l is modified by scaling it with the
ratio of the cross sections σ(E) at the present particle energy E and σ0 at the entrance
point into the target at each step through the target as
l(E) = σ0
σ(E) l0. (3.9)
This technique works as long as the cross section does not increase above the initial value.
Otherwise e has to be enlarged to ensure that l is not exhausted before the simulated
ion leaves the target2. The step size is limited to ensure an ‘up-to-date’ scaling.
1This avoids errors from forgetting to adapt the process implementation if the target thickness is
changed and still allows to have, for any target thickness, only a few percent non-reacting particles.
2Such an enlargement is not implemented because it is not needed for the present simulation—
figure 3.17 shows that the cross section at the beginning is largest.
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Figure 3.10.: Comparison of simulated ( ) and experimental ( ) beam slowed down in the
anode wires of the CATS MWPC detector. After subtraction of the tail of the 37Ca momentum
distribution (as measured in the Galotte runs) from the experimental curve from the CATS runs,
a good agreement to the simulation is achieved ( ).
3.4.3. Simulation results
In this section, two results from the Geant4 simulation shall be presented that are not
directly related to a specific nucleus.
Effect of CATS Anode Wires
Good agreement is achieved for the simulated 37Ca beam being slowed down in the
CATS anode wires, see figure 3.10. It is apparent that the peak in the experimental
Bρ spectrum shown in the figure is caused by these wires. The tail of the momentum
distribution of the incoming beam was not simulated because of the low statistics of the
runs without secondary target.
Efficiency of the “Château de Cristal”
The efficiency of the Château de Cristal is needed for two measurements: to calculate
the portion of the 36Ca ions identified in SPEG that emitted a γ ray, and to calculate the
ground-state momentum distribution for 36Ca. In both cases, counts obtained for nuclei
detected in coincidence with a γ ray have to be divided by the efficiency  to calculate
their actual number.
In the experiment, an efficiency measurement was made with 152Eu and 60Co sources.
Both emit two or more γ rays in coincidence in at least one decay path. Decay schemes
for these two sources are shown in figures 3.11 and D.1 (page 88). The energies of γ
rays emitted by the sources do not exceed 1.4MeV. This is far from the energy of the
2+ state in 36Ca. Therefore, some extrapolation had to be done. As in [Sta03] this
extrapolation was done using a Geant simulation. Table 3.4 shows a comparison of
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Figure 3.11.: Partial decay scheme for the β− decay of 152Eu [ENS07]. Only the transitions used
for the efficiency measurement are shown. The arrows are labeled with the transition energies
(left) and intensities relative to the 2+ → 0+ transition (right).
Table 3.4.: Experimental and simulated efficiencies of the Château de Cristal. All error estimates
are statistical uncertainties.
experiment simulation
line [keV] nemit/102 ndetect/102  [%] nemit/102 ndetect/102  [%]
152Eu
367, 411a 271.2(6) 70.4(14) 25.9(5) 518 137(2) 26.4(2)
779 1134.2(24) 302.7(20) 26.7(2) 2165 563(3) 26.0(1)
60Co
1173 22081(16) 4989(8) 22.6(<1) 2500 561(3) 22.5(1)
1332 24137(18) 5080(8) 21.0(<1) 2500 517(3) 20.7(1)
aThese lines cannot be separated with the BaF2 detectors.
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efficiencies obtained experimentally and by simulation. The procedure to obtain these
values shall be described in the following paragraphs.
For the experimental values, a coincidence measurement was used. If two γ rays, say γg
and γe, are emitted in coincidence, then the efficiency of the detector system measuring
E(γe) is the ratio of the number of coincident detections of both rays and the total
number of detections of γg. The low energy resolution of the Château de Cristal does
not permit a clear separation of the lines from the sources. Therefore, γg was measured
with the EXOGAM Ge detectors and γe with the Château de Cristal. For the 152Eu
source, one spectrum of BaF2 energies was produced for events where a transition γg
with energy 344 keV was detected in the Ge detectors. The peak integrals for the lines
given in table 3.4 were calculated from this spectrum. The number of these rays γg was
determined, too. The BaF2 spectrum in coincidence with the background around the
344 keV line was practically empty. A very similar procedure was applied for 60Co, but
here the angular correlation of the two γ rays and the fact that sometimes only one γ
ray with an energy of 1173 keV is emitted were taken into account, too.
In the simulation for 152Eu, known relative intensities were used. These intensities
are listed, normalized to the intensity of the 344 keV line, in [ENS07]. For 60Co, one
spectrum was made for each of the two γ rays, and the peak integrals were determined
in the same way as in the analysis of the experimental spectra.
There are two important points which have to be included in the simulation to reach
the agreement shown in table 3.4. One of them was to use foils of Europium and
Cobalt at the target position and to emit γ rays from inside these sources. Otherwise
the efficiencies were wrong by approximately 10%. And, secondly, the threshold of the
BaF2 constant-fraction discriminators had to be emulated to obtain a similar gain in
add-back for simulation and experiment.
The error estimates given in table 3.4 are statistical uncertainties. The small deviations
between simulation and experiment might have many different reasons. One possible
origin are simplifications in the geometry, or deviations from the specification in the
actual experimental geometry. Others are limitations in the models of physical processes
used in the simulation, or differences in the read-out of detectors. For example, the energy
threshold in the constant-fraction discriminators for the BaF2 detectors might deviate.
This might introduce energy-dependent deviations as the threshold is more important
for smaller energies.
As the agreement of simulated and experimental efficiency values is good, it has been
assumed that an extrapolation to higher energies is possible.
3.5. Results
The focus of the experiment was on the nucleus 36Ca. The cross section for the produc-
tion of this nucleus in the one-neutron knockout process, the partial cross sections for
the ground state and the first excited 2+ state, and momentum distributions for these
two states could be measured. These results will be presented in this section.
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Figure 3.12.: Experi-
mental ( ) and simu-
lated ( ) γ-ray spec-
tra for 36Ca. The en-
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Figure 3.13.: Time-energy ma-
trix measured in coincidence with
36Ca. The only γ rays with times
in the range indicated by two
dashed lines are analyzed. In the
low-energy region indicated by the
arrow, this gate cuts the spectrum.
3.5.1. The Energy of the First 2+ State
Figure 3.12 shows a γ-ray-energy spectrum measured in coincidence with 36Ca nuclei
identified in SPEG. The structure at 3MeV originates from the de-excitation of the
first 2+ state in this nucleus. The Jpi assignment is based on a comparison with the
mirror nucleus, and on shell model calculations. A fit of the line with a Gaussian shape
yields E(2+) = 3036(11) keV. The error for the energy is calculated from the error
obtained from the fitting routine, and from the maximum deviation in the calibration
(see table 3.3), added in quadrature.
Figure 3.12 also shows a simulated energy spectrum for 36Ca nuclei emitting γ rays
of this energy. The agreement of both is good. Only at lower energies, there is a
larger deviation, i.e. the simulated spectrum contains more counts in the region around
500 keV. The origin of this deviation is assumed to be the narrow gate set on the time
signals of the BaF2 detectors (see sec. 3.3.7). Figure 3.13 shows a matrix of time signals
vs. Doppler-corrected energies for 36Ca. The time-gate is indicated, and it is visible that
it cuts some of the low-energy values. In the simulation, no time signals were simulated,
and such a cut is not applied.
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Figure 3.14.: Inclusive ( ) and individual momentum distributions for the ground ( ) and
2+ state ( ) of 36Ca as measured in SPEG, cut by a slit suppressing much of the secondary
beam. The 37Ca distribution ( ) was obtained from a dedicated run without slit.
The good agreement of both spectra indicates that the experimental spectrum is
dominated by γ rays of one energy. This is expected from known experimental data for
the mirror nucleus, 36S:
• In 36S, there is a second 0+ state at 3346 keV [ENS07] which cannot decay to the
ground state by a single γ transition.
• The next highest state in 36S has an energy of 4293 keV and a negative parity.
This makes it unlikely to be populated by knockout, as negative parity implies
that a nucleon is in the pf shell (cf. sec. 2.4.2). Furthermore, no lines which could
correspond to a one- or two-step decay are seen in the spectra.
• The state in 36S at 4523 keV decays directly to the ground state in 75% of the
cases. This means that a line would be expected to show up if this state was
populated significantly.
• The second 2+ state at 4575 keV excitation energy only decays via the first 2+
state by emission of a γ ray of 1284 keV. No such line is visible in the experimental
spectrum.
In summary, the assumption that the whole spectrum is originating from a single line
seems justified. This is important for the following analysis of momentum distributions.
3.5.2. Momentum distributions
Figure. 3.14 shows momentum distributions for 36Ca nuclei identified in SPEG, both for
the ground state and for the first excited state. The procedure to obtain the two spectra
is described in the following.
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Figure 3.15.: Comparison of experimental ( ) and simulated ( ) momentum distributions
after 1-neutron knockout from 37Ca for the 2+ state (upper) and the ground state (lower panel),
respectively. The simulated spectra are shifted by 15MeV/c to align them with the experimental
spectra, see text.
The distributions discussed here are those of the component of the momentum par-
allel to the beam axis. These are calculated from the momentum and the angle of the
particle trajectory against the beam axis, both of which are measured in SPEG. The p‖
distributions are best suited for the extraction of angular momenta and spectroscopic
factors [BG06; HT03; TBB+02].
As stated in the previous section 3.5.1, the γ-ray-energy spectrum is dominated by
the decay of the 2+ state. Furthermore, there is a rather good agreement between
simulated and experimental γ-ray spectrum. Therefore, two sets of gates were chosen
for the analysis to select those 36Ca nuclei, which emitted a γ ray. One broad gate was
set on γ-ray energies between 1200 and 3300 keV, and a narrow gate on energies between
2700 and 3300 keV. The condition for the γ-gated momentum distribution shown in
figure 3.14 was that at least one γ ray be in the broader gate. The spectrum obtained
with the narrow gate is in good agreement but has only about half the number of counts.
From the simulation, the number of γ rays expected in these two γ-ray energy regions
can be calculated, and also ratios ′ with the number of emitted rays. These ratios
′ are 0.345 for the broad and 0.197 for the narrow gate. The measured distribution
for the selected events is multiplied with 1/′ to obtain the momentum distribution for
the excited nuclei. As only one state is assumed to be populated, the ground state
momentum distribution is the difference between the one for the excited state and the
total.
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Figure 3.16.: χ2 values for different compar-
isons of simulated and experimental momen-
tum distributions, for the excited 2+ (upper
panel) and ground (lower panel) states. The
χ2 values are shown as a function of the frac-
tion of the event number populating the state
by neutron knockout from an L = 0 (s) state
in the simulation. Curves are shown both for
a gate on the photo-peak only (γ-ray ener-
gies from 2700 to 3300 keV) ( ), and for a
broader gate on the γ-ray energy range from
1200 to 3300 keV ( ).
In figure 3.15, simulated and experimental momentum distributions are compared.
Unfortunately, the simulated energy loss does not agree exactly with the experimental
one. Therefore, the simulated distributions had to be shifted by 15MeV/c or ≈ 0.15%
of the momentum value.
The simulations were made for different fractions of the cross section originating from
an L = 0 knockout, both for the ground and the excited 2+ state. Binned spectra were
then produced from the simulation data for the ground and the excited state in the
same way as the experimental spectra, i.e. the simulated momentum spectra for the two
different γ-ray energy ranges were scaled, and the ground state spectra were obtained by
subtraction. Figure 3.16 shows the χ2 values of fits of the simulated to the experimental
momentum distribution spectra. Only bins for momenta between 9500 and 9740MeV/c
were used for the fit. Higher momenta are cut by the slit in SPEG. Lower momenta were
ignored as in other experiments deviations from the eikonal theory have been observed
for low momenta which are not completely understood (cf. [TBB+02; GBB+05]). In
order to reduce the statistical errors of the simulated spectrum, around 30 times more
particles were simulated than had been detected in the experiment. The only fitting
parameter was the scale of the distribution. For each of the points shown in figure 3.16,
a χ2 value was calculated for the difference between simulated and experimental spectra,
and the simulated spectra shown in figure 3.14 are those for minimal χ2. The minimum
values χ20 of the χ2 curves were then searched. It was assumed that the real minimum
lies between the two L = 0 fraction values with χ2 = 1.2χ20, and that the best fit is the
mean value of the two limits.
From the spectra gated on the broad γ-ray energy range, the optimal L = 0 (s)
component for the simulated events was found to be 0.34(20) for the ground state, and
0.84(16) for the excited 2+ state (see table 3.8).
The spectra gated only on the photo-peak, between the γ-ray energies 2700 and
3300 keV, contain only half the number of counts compared to the broader gate. This
is reflected in the higher χ2 for the fits (fig. 3.16). In the same way as for the broad
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gate, the best fits were found to be 0.42(30) for the ground state, and 0.77(26) for the
excited 2+ state. These values are compatible with those noted above for the broader
γ-ray energy gate.
The error values for the L = 0 components were determined from the width of the χ2
range between the two L = 0 fraction values with χ2 = 1.2χ20. The uncertainties due to
the choice of the fit range were estimated as 12 and 8% for the narrow and broad γ-ray
gates, respectively, in the case of the 2+ state. For the ground state, this error plus the
uncertainty due to the subtraction of the scaled excited-state spectrum were assumed to
be 16 and 24%. These errors were added in quadrature.
From the ratio of the scaling factors obtained with the χ2 minimizations for the higher
statistics, the branching ratio and consequently (looking ahead into section 3.5.3) the
partial cross sections for feeding the 2+ state and the ground state were calculated. By
multiplication with the s fraction values, the four partial cross sections for the knockout
from 2s1/2 and 1d3/2 can be obtained.
The standard method used in other experiments (e.g., [GBB+04a]) to make exper-
imental and calculated momentum distributions comparable is to fold the calculated
distribution with the experimental momentum distribution of the secondary beam. In
this work, the interaction of the beam particles with the target is simulated using the
Geant4 toolkit. The most important difference of the two approaches is that the dif-
ferent energy losses of 36Ca and 37Ca in the target are only taken into account in the
latter method. Using the method of [GBB+04a], it is not possible to explain the width
of the ground state distribution measured in this experiment. The distribution of the
secondary beam folded with the calculated distribution for pure L = 2 is too narrow. It
is not surprising that this effect is not observed or much less prominent in [GBB+04a].
In their experiment, the beam energy is higher, which reduces the difference in energy
loss between beam and reaction products.
As the energy-loss difference between the calcium isotopes is found to be important in
our case, the energy dependence of the cross sections was taken into account, too. Here,
only the dependence calculated with momdis is available. To account for this dependence,
momdis calculations were performed for seven laboratory beam energies between 65 and
35MeV/u and a linear interpolation technique was used to obtain values for particle
energies between these points. Figure 3.17 shows the calculated cross sections as a
function of the particle energy. Although the deviation from a constant cross section is
small, the energy-dependence was included in the simulation because it might affect the
width of the momentum distribution slightly. The importance of the different energy
losses of 37Ca and 36Ca depends on the location of the reactions in the target. If the
reactions were concentrated in a small region of the target (e.g., at the beginning), the
broadening would be smaller as more particles would behave in a similar way.
3.5.3. Total Cross Section for the One-Neutron Knockout from 37Ca
Two methods have been used to calculate the total knockout cross section to eliminate
doubts about the calculated value. To determine the cross section for the one-neutron
knockout from 37Ca, both the number of incoming 37Ca ions and the number of outgoing
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36Ca ions have to be determined. The two methods differ in the way the ions are counted.
Standard Method
The two time measurement points foreseen in the setup for the identification of incoming
ions (see sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.5) were a Galotte detector after the α spectrometer, and
a CATS detector just before the secondary target. Using these, three time measure-
ments were set up: between the two detectors, and between each of them and the high
frequency of the cyclotron CSS2. As explained in section 3.3.5, the malfunctioning of
these measurements was not noticed until after the experiment.
For two conditions, the ratio of 37Ca ions identified in SPEG to the number of counts
in the time-of-flight peaks was determined.
• If a condition is set on the time between the CATS detector and the cyclotron high
frequency around the peak that remains strongest when gating on 37Ca in SPEG
and looking back, about 54% of the ions arriving in SPEG are identified as 37Ca.
• If a double-condition is set, one as above, and a second on the time between CATS
and the Galotte after the α spectrometer, the percentage of 37Ca ions rises to
about 83% (see sec. 3.3.5 for a possible explanation for this change).
The cross section was calculated for both incoming beam selections. The incoming
particles were counted using the scaled-down trigger from the CATS detector (see sec-
tion 3.2.3).
The determination of the number of 36Ca ions has made some difficulties, too. Here,
the reason is the slit that had been introduced in SPEG to keep the scattered 37Ca
secondary beam from reaching the plastic scintillator. This slit also kept many of the
36Ca ions away from the SPEG detectors (see fig. 3.14). To extrapolate beyond the slit,
the results of the Monte-Carlo simulation were used: For all runs together, including
those with Galotte, the loss ratio due to the slit was determined for the ground state and
for the 2+ state by comparing the number of counts in the best-fit simulated spectrum
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Table 3.5.: Cross sections for the one-neutron knockout from 37Ca calculated with different
conditions and methods. The numbers of 37Ca and 36Ca ions are denoted by N37 and N36,
respectively.
Method N37 N36 σ
(mb)
CATS-HF, scaler 1.9× 108 12350 5.4(4)
CATS-HF & CATS-Galotte, scaler 7.7 × 107 5040 5.4(4)
SPEG identification, intensity scalinga 4270 0.35 5.8(5)
weighted mean 5.6(4)
aThe ion numbers are given in units of 10−5 incoming ions, i.e. for the Ca ion number n and total
ion number N , the value 105n/N is listed in the table.
to the corresponding experimental spectrum. Then the ion counts for the CATS runs
were multiplied by the loss ratios obtained for the individual states.
As only the 36Ca ions are counted with SPEG, the efficiency of the SPEG detectors has
to be considered. It was assumed to be 92(1)% (see section 3.3.4). The resulting cross
section values are listed at the top of table 3.5. With both conditions on the incoming
beam, a cross section of 5.4(4)mb is obtained. The error values are estimates based on
the statistical errors, the errors for the SPEG efficiency, and an assumed uncertainty on
the target thickness of 5%.
Alternative method
To verify the obtained value, a second method was used to determine the reaction cross
section.
At the beginning of the experiment, just before the start of the production runs, the
37Ca beam was guided into SPEG without the additional slit and with BρSPEG set to
the magnetic rigidity of the beam (see table 3.2, runs 164–169). One such run of 6min
duration was recorded with the secondary Be target (run 164), and another one of 2min
duration without the Be foil (run 166). Assuming that only the intensity, but not the
composition of this beam was changed until the first few production runs, the ion rates
can be used to calculate the cross section. The beam intensity was determined using
a particle counter triggered by the CATS detector at the target position, and the ion
counts are simply the numbers of ions of 37,36Ca identified in SPEG. Again, for 36Ca an
extrapolation beyond the slit was made using the simulation. But, due to the minuscule
number of ions, no γ-coincidence condition was set to obtain ground-state and excited-
state spectra to scale them separately. Instead, the ion number was scaled by the average
of both scaling factors calculated from the measured branching ratio.
As explained in section 3.3.6, about 5(2)% of the events are assumed to be double
hits. While this cancels out in the calculation using the first counting method, it must
be considered here as the beam intensity is very different between the runs used for
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counting 37Ca—about 150Hz—and the 36Ca production runs—about 95 000Hz. This
was done by assuming that the ion count read from the particle counter was correct for
the 37Ca runs (with lower intensity), but 5(2)% too low for the 36Ca runs (with higher
intensity).
The resulting cross section of 5.8(5)mb is listed in table 3.5. The given error estimate
is based on the statistical errors, the imprecision estimate for the CATS double-hit
rate, an estimated 5% uncertainty on the beam composition continuity, and an assumed
inaccuracy of the target thickness of 5%.
Conclusion
The values obtained by the two methods are in agreement. The mean cross section
value is σ = 5.6(4)mb. The errors of the two methods are not independent as both
calculations share, e.g., the contribution from the uncertainty of the target thickness.
Therefore, the error from the first method has been used as the error estimate for the
mean value. The thickness of the Be target was assumed to be 198(10)mg/cm2 for all
calculations.
3.6. Discussion
In this section, the experimental results presented in the previous section shall be com-
pared to theoretical expectations. In the first subsection, the measured excitation energy
of the first 2+ state is discussed. The remaining subsections concentrate on the results
obtained from the momentum distributions. First, some calculations will be presented,
which will then be compared to the experimental results.
3.6.1. Excitation Energy of the 2+ State
The energy of the first 2+ state was found to be 3036(11) keV (sec. 3.5.1). In a simulta-
neous experiment at GSI, a value of 3015(16) keV was measured [DGR+07]. Both values
are in agreement within experimental uncertainties.
Compared to the mirror nucleus, 36S, the energy is lower by 255(11) keV (with the
energy value from this work). Besides the pair 14O–14C with |Tz| = 1, this is the largest
mirror energy difference for first 2+ states measured so far, and the largest for a pair of
nuclei with |Tz| = 2. In figure 3.18, mirror nucleus energy differences are shown for all
known |Tz| = 2 pairs.
Using the standard interaction for sd shell nuclei, USD [Wil84], the same excitation
energies will be calculated for the mirror nuclei 36Ca and 36S as no distinction is made
between protons and neutrons in the specification of this interaction. As described
in [DGR+07], the USD interaction can be modified to make this distinction and thus
to allow for a calculation of mirror energy differences. Besides some modifications to
matrix elements, the main changes to obtain ‘USDm’ are in the single-particle energies
(SPE), i.e. the energy levels of the d5/2, s1/2 and d3/2 sub-shells. In [DGR+07], these
energies are taken from excited states of the mirror nuclei 17O and 17F. Both have one
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Figure 3.18.: Mirror energy differences for |Tz| = 1 ( ) and |Tz| = 2 ( ) mirror pairs [ENS07;
YOG+06; KGM+02]. The value for A = 36 has been determined in this work, and the values
for A = 28 and 32 have been confirmed (see Appendix A).
nucleon, one neutron and one proton, respectively, outside the 16O core used for the
sd shell calculations. Using the energies of the first excited 1/2+ and 5/2+ states of
these |Tz| = 1/2 mirror nuclei as SPE, the energies for the 2+ states in 36Ca and 36S are
calculated as 3291 and 3558 keV, respectively. While the absolute energies are too high
by about 260 keV, the energy difference of 267 keV agrees well with the experimental
result. On the other hand, the mirror energy difference is not reproduced for the mirror
pair 32Ar and 32Si. An ad hoc modification of these SPE is suggested in [DGR+07]
to cure the problem for the A = 32 mirror pair. The energies of the 2+ states in the
A = 36 pair are not affected by the second modification which will be called ‘USDm2’
here. Even with these modifications, the mirror energy difference in the pair 37Ca–37Cl
is not well described (see sec. A.1)
A qualitative understanding of the mirror energy can be obtained from the observation
that the shell model calculation yields rather pure configurations both for the ground and
the excited states in both A = 36 mirror nuclei (cf. table 3.7). While the ground state is
predicted to have mainly two neutrons in the s1/2 shell, the excited state is dominated
by a configuration with one neutron in both the s1/2 and d3/2 shells. Thus the difference
of the dominant configurations is that one neutron is promoted from the s1/2 to the d3/2
shell. In the mirror nucleus, 36S, the same picture holds for protons which are affected
by the Coulomb potential. At least part of the mirror energy difference can then be
explained as a consequence of the different spatial distributions of protons in the s1/2
and d3/2 shells. Hartree-Fock calculations yield a difference in Coulomb energy between
these two shells of 40 to 150 keV for Sly4 and SkI5 interactions, respectively [Gra07].
3.6.2. Shell Occupancies
In this section, the calculations and results regarding the momentum distributions shall
be discussed.
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Table 3.6.: Parameters V0 and r0 for the calculation of momentum distributions. The resulting
energy −E = Sn + Ex and core-neutron separation rrms are given, too.
State nlj −V0 r0 −E rrms
[MeV] [fm] [MeV] [fm]
g.s. 2s1/2 62.6 3.66 14.8 3.36
1d3/2 59.1 3.88 17.8 3.36
2+ 2s1/2 61.5 3.95 14.8 3.36
1d3/2 60.6 4.02 17.8 3.36
Calculations with momdis
An important part of this work is based on the calculation of momentum distributions
with the computer code momdis [BG06]. The parameters for these calculations were
chosen according to Refs. [BG06; GJB+06; HT03]. The radius of the 36Ca nucleus was
calculated with a Hartree-Fock method as rHF = 3.312 fm [Kha07]. The radius r0 and
the potential depth V0 for momdis were then adjusted for each shell (2s1/2 and 1d3/2)
and state (ground state and 2+ state) such that the energy calculated by momdis agreed
with Sn + Ex (neutron separation energy plus excitation energy), and the radius with
rrms =
(
A
A− 1
)1/2
rHF. (3.10)
The spin-orbit parameters were chosen as VSO = −7MeV for the strength and rSO =
A1/3fm = 3.3 fm for the radius. The matter distribution of the core (36Ca) was assumed
to be Gaussian with a radius rHF. The numeric values of the parameters are summarized
in table 3.6.
For the Monte-Carlo simulation, calculations were made for different laboratory ener-
gies (see fig. 3.17). For the calculation of experimental spectroscopic factors, the mid-
target cross sections calculated for 50MeV/u laboratory energy were used (cf. [GBB+04a]).
These are included in table 3.8.
Theoretical Spectroscopic Factors and Shell Occupancies
Theoretical spectroscopic factors were calculated using the shell-model code antoine
[Cau04; CN99]. For these calculations, the USD interaction [Wil84] was used. The
calculated spectroscopic factors are not changed significantly using the modifications
described in the discussion of the excitation energy of the 2+ state (sec. 3.6.1), or using
the recent USDB interaction [BR06]. The USD interaction includes the shells 2d5/2,
1s1/2, and 2d3/2 for neutrons and protons. Therefore, the proton shells are always
completely filled for the calcium isotopes in calculations using this interaction. Both
shell occupancies and the corresponding spectroscopic factors for the knockout reaction
were calculated. The shell occupancies are listed in table 3.7, and the spectroscopic
factors are included in table 3.8.
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Table 3.7.: Shell occupancies calculated with the shell model code antoine [Cau04; CN99] for
the nuclei 37Ca and 36Ca with the USD interaction [Wil84]. The column ‘fraction’ lists the
contribution of the configuration that is specified in the remaining columns to the given state.
The configurations are specified by the occupation numbers of the individual shells. Very small
contributions are neglected.
A state fraction neutrons protons
(%) d5/2 s1/2 d3/2 d5/2 s1/2 d3/2
37 g.s. 93.3 6 2 1 6 2 4
1.3 6 1 2 6 2 4
1.5 6 0 3 6 2 4
3.2 4 2 3 6 2 4
36 g.s. 88.4 6 2 0 6 2 4
5.0 6 0 2 6 2 4
6.0 4 2 2 6 2 4
2+ 87.6 6 1 1 6 2 4
3.1 6 0 2 6 2 4
5.3 5 1 2 6 2 4
2.3 4 1 3 6 2 4
Comparison with Experiment
In table 3.8, the experimental cross sections and spectroscopic factors are summarized
and compared with the theoretical values.
It must be kept in mind that the analysis depends on the calculations with momdis via
the Geant4 simulation. Therefore, modifications of the knockout model might also affect
the experimental cross section values and the contributions extracted for the individual
L values.
The best agreement is seen for the branching ratios: while the theoretical branching
ratios for the ground and the excited state are 41 and 59%, respectively, the experi-
mental values are 57(10) and 43(10)%. Thus, the measured branching ratio, where the
population of the ground state is slightly favored, is not in agreement with the calculated
one which favors the excited state, although the difference is small (see below).
The theoretical cross sections are calculated [GBB+04a; GBB+04b] as
σtheo = σspC2Stheo
(
A
A− 1
)2
. (3.11)
The A-dependent factor is a center-of-mass correction valid for the sd shell [DF74;
GBB+04a]. As shown in table 3.8, the experimental cross sections are much smaller
than the calculated ones.
The experimental and theoretical spectroscopic factors disagree quite much. The
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Table 3.8.: Cross sections σexp and spectroscopic factors [C2S (exp)] for the one-neutron knockout
from 37Ca. The cross section contributions of the two states is given in column ‘BR’ in percent.
The fraction r is the contribution with angular momentum L to the partial cross section for each
state, calculated separately for the ground and the 2+ state, and for each of the two values, L = 0
(s1/2)and L = 2 (d3/2). The columns σsp and σtheo show calculated single-particle- and expected
cross sections, where the latter is the product of the former with the theoretical spectroscopic
factors listed in column C2S (theo). The reduction factors Rs are the ratios of experimental and
theoretical spectroscopic factors.
State BR σexp nlj r σsp C2S C2S Rs σtheo
(%) (mb) (mb) exp theo (mb)
g.s. 57(10) 3.2(7) 2s1/2 0.34(20) 6.90 0.16(10)
1d3/2 0.66(20) 5.80 0.36(13) 0.92 0.37(14) 5.64
2+ 43(10) 2.4(6) 2s1/2 0.84(16) 6.87 0.29(10) 1.13 0.24(8) 8.20
1d3/2 0.16(16) 5.68 0.07(7)
experimental spectroscopic factors, calculated as
C2Sexp =
σexp
σsp
, (3.12)
are only 37(14) and 24(8)% of the calculated value for the ground and the excited state,
respectively (cf. table 3.8). This is, at least in part, a consequence of the mismatch
between the cross sections, which are included in the calculation of spectroscopic factors.
It has been observed in other experiments (see, e.g., [GBB+04a; GBB+04b]), that the
calculated cross sections are systematically larger than the measured ones. The reduction
factor Rs is defined in [BHST02] as the ratio of the experimental to the theoretical cross
sections (or, equivalent, the ratio of spectroscopic factors). While in [BHST02] the sum
of cross sections is limited to states below proton and neutron thresholds, the definition
used in [GBB+04a] sums all final states. Adhering to the latter, a value of Rs = 0.40(3)
is obtained for 36Ca. For increasing Sn the quenching factor Rs decreases, as shown in
figure 3.19. It is not yet clear how the Rs values can be understood, in particular their
dependence on the nucleon separation energies [GBB+04b]. While figure 3.19 indicates
a systematic behavior, a compilation of cross section ratios R′s for individual excited
states as shown in figure 3.20 shows that there are quite large fluctuations in the Rs
as a function of the effective nucleon separation energy. Together with the often large
uncertainties, a systematic behavior cannot readily be recognized.
Despite the difficulties with the cross sections, the observed contributions of L = 0
and L = 2 are in quite good agreement with the spectroscopic factors calculated within
the shell model. Both in theory and experiment, the ground state is mostly populated
by knockout of a neutron from 1d3/2 with L = 2, and the excited state by knockout from
2s1/2 with L = 0. This indicates that the structure of the states is dominated by single
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Figure 3.19.: Empirical quenching factors Rs as function of the nucleon binding energy for
various nuclei [GBB+04b; BHST02; TBB+04; EBB+03; SCO+00]. Two curves are shown for
proton ( ) and neutron ( ) knockout (cf. [GBB+04b, fig. 3]). The value obtained in this
work is marked with a larger symbol.
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Figure 3.20.: Reduction factors R′s as function of the effective nucleon binding energies for
individual excited states in various nuclei [NAA+00; GBB+04a; TBB+04; GKB+00; EBB+02;
GBB+05]. Error bars and fluctuations are large and hamper the interpretation as a systematic
behavior. For 31S and 32Cl only upper limits of the cross sections are known.
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configurations, as predicted by the shell model calculations for the large N = 16 shell
gap.
Proton Emission
As the excitation energy of the 2+ state is above the proton separation energy Sp =
2560 keV [AWT03], the state might also decay by proton emission if a configuration in-
volving proton excitations is contributing. Calculations with antoine using the sdpf
interaction and permitting up to two particles in the pf shell show that around 7% of
the configurations building the 2+ state include such proton excitations. The sdpf inter-
action was designed to include neutron excitations into the pf shell for heavier sd nuclei.
Therefore, the calculated value might only be an indication that such contributions are
present despite the Z = 20 shell gap.
The experimental setup does not allow to recognize decays of 36Ca by proton emission.
Any 36Ca nucleus populated in the 2+ state which decayed by proton emission will
therefore not be counted in the cross section calculation as it is no longer identified
as 36Ca in SPEG. As a consequence, the cross sections determined here have to be
regarded as lower limits. While the cross section to the ground state should not be
affected, the cross section from the 2+ state would be changed, and therefore also the
total cross section would be different. The presence of proton emission would furthermore
be relevant for the branching ratio to the ground and excited states. As proton emissions
are unobserved here, the branching to the 2+ state could be larger, thus changing towards
the theoretical value.
3.7. Conclusions
In the experiment at GANIL, the energy of the first excited 2+ state of the exotic nucleus
36Ca could be determined as 3036(11) keV. The energy difference to the mirror nucleus,
36S, of 255(11) keV can be explained with ad hoc modifications to the USD interaction as
described in [DGR+07]. A more sophisticated analysis of these mirror energy differences
is left for the future.
From the measured momentum distributions, partial cross sections for the one-neutron
knockout reaction from 37Ca were extracted, together with the individual contributions
for knockout from L = 0 and L = 2 using a Monte-Carlo simulation. The observed cross
sections are much smaller than the expected ones, a fact which is also observed in other
knockout experiments but remains to be explained. The observed contributions from
L = 0 and L = 2 are in qualitative agreement with the expectation from spectroscopic
factors calculated within the shell model, whereas the experimental spectroscopic factors
deviate from the prediction. The difficulties in the cross section calculation prohibit an
interpretation of these deviations as differences between the predicted and experimentally
observed shell structure.
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in Cr Isotopes
When going away from the valley of stability in the nuclear chart, the gaps between
shells change, and new large gaps may appear or known ones vanish. The experiment
described here focuses on the appearance of the new shell gap above neutron number
N = 32 for nuclei of 20Ca and above. A gap at N = 34 has been predicted theoretically
by Otsuka et al. [HOBM04; OUF+02]. Experimental indications for the existence of an
enlarged shell gap at N = 32 in 24Cr isotopes were known before the experiment from
2+1 excitation energies [PMB+01]. The purpose of the experiment is thus to confirm
these observations by a measurement of B(E2; 2+ → 0+) values for 56,58Cr. A relatively
low B(E2) value compared to the even-N Cr neighbors would be expected in 5624Cr32 if
a large shell gap exists.
After a short introduction in sections 4.1 and 4.2, a detailed description of the expe-
rimental setup in section 4.3, the data analysis will be explained in section 4.4. After a
presentation of the results in section 4.5, the chapter will finish with a discussion and
references to more recent experiments in section 4.6.
4.1. Previous Information
Before the present measurement, experimental indications for a sub-shell closure at N =
32 were based solely on measurements of excitation energies.
An increase in excitation energy of the first 2+ state from 50Ca to 52Ca was a first
hint for a possibly enlarged N = 32 gap [HKK+85]. Due to a lack of data for 54Ca, on
the other hand, it was (and, in fact, is) not possible to see if this energy value is a local
maximum.
More recent indications for an N = 32 sub-shell closure came from measurements of
the excitation energies of the first 2+ states in the isotopes 52,54,56Ti [FZJ+04; JFM+02;
ENS07] and 54,56,58Cr [PMB+01; ENS07]. The energies for Cr isotopes are given in
Isotope N E(2+)
(keV)
54Cr 30 834.855(3)
56Cr 32 1006.9(1)
58Cr 34 880.7(2)
Table 4.1.: Energies of the first excited states
in Cr isotopes [ENS07; PMB+01]. The exci-
tation energy is larger in 56Cr compared to its
neighbors, 54Cr and 58Cr.
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table 4.1. The maximum for 56Cr may be interpreted as a sign for an enlarged shell
gap [PMB+01]. Also for 22Ti isotopes, a maximum in the E(2+) has been observed at
N = 32 [FZJ+04; JFM+02; ENS07].
From the theoretical side a sub-shell closure at N = 34 for Ca, Ti and Cr isotopes has
been predicted [HOBM04; HOBM02; OUF+02] based on calculations using the GXPF1
interaction. The calculations show that an enlarged gap may be expected between the
p1/2 and f5/2 neutron orbitals. In contrast to expectations, these calculations do not
predict a minimum in the B(E2) values at N = 30 . . . 34 [HOBM04, fig. 13].
The purpose of the present experiment was to investigate the development of B(E2)
values around the N = 32 in Cr isotopes. A similar experiment, run at almost the same
time at MSU, aimed at measuring B(E2) values in Ti isotopes with the same motivation.
4.2. Experimental Considerations
Coulomb excitation is a powerful tool for measuring E2 transition probabilities, from
which nuclear deformation parameters may be derived. While many experiments have
been performed using this technique at low, safe energies below the Coulomb bar-
rier [CGK+07; HBJ+07], Coulomb excitation experiments are also possible using beams
of higher energies [BGF+05; DJG+05]. Low beam intensities can then be compensated
by large target thicknesses that could not be penetrated with low-energy beams. A
review on this technique is given in [Gla01].
In the present experiment, the exotic Cr nuclei were produced by fragmentation of
a high-energy 86Kr beam of around 480MeV/u. They were then slowed down and
impinged on the Coulomb excitation target at an energy of about 140MeV/u. The beam
has relatively large spreads in angle and momentum distributions, which necessitates a
tracking of the beam particles. The tracking allows a precise correction of Doppler
shifts and the determination of the scattering angle, which is needed to discriminate
between Coulomb excitation events and other nuclear reactions. At the high beam
energy, other reactions are not unlikely so that a particle identification is required after
the target. If, as in the present experiment, the beam cannot be made isotopically
pure, an identification of the particles impinging on the target is necessary, too. In
addition, the process of slowing down the beam particles involves the production of
background radiation, like, e.g., Bremsstrahlung, which then contributes to the rather
large background.
4.3. Experimental Setup
The experiment was run at GSI (Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung) near Darm-
stadt, Germany. In August 2003, a new experimental setup named RISING (Rare
ISotopes INvestigation at GSI) had been installed at this site. In September 2003, dif-
ficulties with running the new setup left a first attempt to measure B(E2) values in Cr
isotopes unsuccessful. A second attempt in May 2004 finally gave the results presented
here.
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Figure 4.1.: Schematic overview of the RISING setup at GSI. The BaF2 scintillation detector
array HECTOR has been ignored in the analysis of the present experiment. An additional
degrader between the first two dipole magnets (see text) is not drawn here. Sizes and distances
have been scaled arbitrarily for the figure.
The setup includes many detectors and will be described in several steps, starting from
the primary ion beam (section 4.3.1) and ending with the beam-stopping detector CATE
(Calorimeter Telescope) (section 4.3.5). A schematic overview of the setup, excluding
the accelerators, is shown in figure 4.1.
4.3.1. Particle Beam
The particle beam was produced, accelerated and selected in several steps. The primary
beam of 86Kr was produced in the ion source and guided into the linear accelerator
UniLAc (Universal Linear Accelerator). This pre-accelerated beam was then injected
into the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS (Schwer-Ionen-Synchrotron). At the extraction from
SIS, the beam particles had an energy of about 480MeV/u. The beam intensity at this
point was around 1 to 5× 109 s−1.
The accelerated beam was then directed onto a primary Be target of 2.5mg/cm2
thickness. Here, a portion of the beam particles reacts with the Be nuclei. At this
energy, the dominant reaction channel is fragmentation. Many nuclei with different A
and Z values are produced in the target. In order to have a large number of reactions, a
thick target is used. This widens the momentum distributions parallel and perpendicular
to the beam through straggling. Also the fragmentation reactions themselves impose a
momentum distribution on the beam [Gol74].
The largest component of the beam after the target is still the primary beam. The
distribution of the reaction products can be calculated with, e.g., EPAX [SB02]. The
most abundant products in the beam are stable isotopes, while unstable nuclei represent
a smaller fraction.
Besides this fragmentation technique, it is also possible to produce secondary beams
by fission from, e.g., a uranium beam. For the present experiment, the fragmentation of
Kr promised a higher yield of 56,58Cr.
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4.3.2. The Fragment Separator FRS
To select the desired isotopes and to reduce the intensity of unwanted contaminants, the
fragment separator FRS is used at GSI [GAB+92]. It corresponds to the α spectrometer
at GANIL (see section 3.2.2). Its main components are four dipole magnets and degrader
foils. While normally only one degrader is used between the two pairs of dipoles, in this
experiment an additional foil was inserted between the two dipoles of the first pair (see
fig. 4.1). As in the α spectrometer, the deflection of the charged beam particles in the
FRS dipoles allows a selection of the Bρ value, while the degraders permits a selection
of Z, making use of the Z-dependent energy loss in the aluminum foils.
The settings of the dipole magnetic fields and the widths of the primary target and the
degrader foils was chosen to optimize the rate of the desired Cr isotope at the secondary
target. With these settings, the secondary beam at the exit of the FRS was not a single-
isotope beam. Instead, it contained admixtures from neighbors in the nuclear chart,
mainly 23V and 25Mn isotopes. These beam impurities necessitated the identification of
the beam particles reaching the secondary target.
4.3.3. Secondary Beam Detectors
The identification of the secondary beam particles before the Coulomb excitation target
was made using time-of-flight and energy loss measurements.
The time-of-flight measurement was set up between two plastic scintillators in the
focal planes S2 and S4. In figure 4.1, they are labeled SCI1 and SCI2, respectively.
These scintillators were used because of their good time resolution of typically 100 ps
[WAB+05]. The additional degrader foil in the first dipole pair was introduced to reduce
the rate of the beam incident on SCI1, which is located before the slits, to an acceptable
value. From the time-of-flight and the Bρ value, the mass-to-charge ratio A/Q of each
ion can be measured.
Two multi-wire detectors (MW1 and MW2 in fig. 4.1) [Ste91] were installed in the
beam line 1930 and 1065mm before the target. Each of them measures the position
of the incoming beam particles with a resolution better than 1mm [WAB+05]. The
combination of both yields the particle direction and, assuming that no scattering takes
place, the reaction point on the target by extrapolation.
Between these tracking detectors, 1481mm before the target, an ionization chamber
MUSIC (Multi-Sampling Ionization Chamber) [SS00] was inserted in the beam line. The
particles passing through the MUSIC lose energy while ionizing the CF4 gas along their
path, a process that depends on their charge Z. The amplified and collected charge
yields the energy loss and thus allows to determine the charge Z of the beam particles.
4.3.4. Target and γ-Ray Detectors
The secondary target for Coulomb excitation was a foil of Au with a thickness of 1 g/cm2
and a surface of 7 × 7 cm2. The gold material was chosen to have a large Coulomb
excitation cross section due to the large Z = 79. Furthermore, no disturbing lines are
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Figure 4.2.: Schematic view of the
Cluster Ge detectors in the RISING
setup [RIS].
expected from this target, only one line at 547 keV [ENS07], far below the transition
energies of the Cr isotopes under investigation.
To detect the γ radiation from the de-excitation of the 2+ states populated by Coulomb
excitation, 15 Ge Cluster detectors from the former EUROBALL [KL03] were placed
at the target position. Each of the detectors consists of 7 closely packed Ge crys-
tals [ETB+96], so that altogether 105 crystals are included in the RISING setup. As
shown in figure 4.2, the detectors are mounted in forward direction and are arranged
in three rings with angles of 15, 30 and 35 ◦, respectively, against the beam axis. The
distance from the detector surface to the target was adjusted to 72 cm, which results in
an opening angle of around 3 ◦ for each crystal. This geometry was chosen to combine a
small Doppler broadening and a high detection efficiency for the γ rays emitted in flight
(see [WAB+05]). For an isotropic γ-ray emission in the rest frame of the nucleus, the γ
rays are forward-focused in the laboratory system due to the relativistic velocity of the
nucleus.
Shielding against background radiation. When the beam is passing through the var-
ious beam detectors and the target, not only the desired population of the 2+ state
takes place, but also unwanted background radiation appears from various processes.
For example, Bremsstrahlung is emitted when charged particles, mostly electrons, are
accelerated. Photons emitted in this process have energies mainly below 300 keV for a
gold target and 100MeV/u particle energy [WAB+05; HGK+92; ASM+86; KM59]. To
suppress low-energy background radiation from such processes, the detectors were pro-
tected with shielding material. On the side facing the target, photons had to traverse a
composite material with layers of 1mm lead, 2mm tin and 2mm aluminum to reach the
Ge detector. From the rear side, photons had to pass through a shield made of 2mm
aluminum and 4mm lead to reach the detector. The sides of the detectors and the beam
tube at the Ge detector position were wrapped with 2mm lead.
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Figure 4.3.: Schematic view of the CATE de-
tector [LMG+05]. Beam particles lose energy in
the position-sensitive Si detectors and are then
stopped in the CsI scintillators.
4.3.5. The Detector CATE
In addition to the Coulomb excitation process, fragmentation reactions have a significant
cross section at the present beam energies. Therefore, the particles after the secondary
target have to be identified again in A and Z. To achieve this, the detector CATE
(Calorimeter Telescope) was installed at the end of the beam line, 1.4m behind the
target [WAB+05, sec. 4]. As shown in figure 4.3, CATE is divided into 9 segments,
each of which has a position-sensitive Si detector of 300µm thickness followed by a CsI
scintillator that stops the beam.
The active area of each Si segment has a surface of 50 × 50mm2. Each segment is
covered with a resistive layer, and is read out centrally on one side, and at the four
corners on the other surface, which allows to determine the position from the relative
signal intensities. The CsI detectors have a size of 54 × 54mm2 and are located 4 cm
behind their respective Si segment. They are read out via photo diodes. The CATE
detector covers an opening angle of 58mrad. The particle identification uses the energy
loss ∆E measured in the Si detector, and the remaining kinetic energy E measured
in the CsI scintillator to identify ions in Z and A. From the measured position, the
scattering angle of the ion can be calculated from the particle direction measured with
the multi-wire detectors before the target.
4.4. Experiment and Data Analysis
Information about the three experiments performed to study 54Cr, 56Cr and 58Cr is
summarized in table 4.2. Around 20 h of beam time were devoted to each of 54Cr and
56Cr. Due to the lower beam intensity, the setting on 58Cr was kept for around 55 h.
In all three cases, the A24Cr beam contained the neighboring isotopes A+125 Mn and A−123 V
with significant abundances.
The new B(E2) values were to be measured relative to the known value of 54Cr.
To make the measured intensities comparable, the setup and the beam energy on the
secondary target were changed as little as possible during the experiment. Small changes
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Table 4.2.: Run durations, beam intensities and abundances of the desired Cr isotopes for the
three runs of the experiment. The abundances were determined using the particle identification
before the Au target.
Isotope beam time intensity ACr abundance other components
(h) (s−1) (%)
54Cr 22 2000 45 55Mn, 53V
56Cr 20 1400 35 57Mn, 55V
58Cr 55 600 25 59Mn, 57V
were, of course, necessary to change the beam composition.
For all three runs, the same target was used. The beam energy was adjusted to
136MeV/u before the secondary target in all three settings. This leads to beam energies
of 100MeV/u after the target.
The data acquisition was triggered by one of two conditions: a particle-γ-coincidence
condition, or a particle condition. A particle-γ-coincidence was recorded if
1. at least one of the Ge crystals detected a γ ray,
2. the plastic scintillator in front of the target (SCI2 in fig. 4.1) had detected an ion,
and
3. an ion was also detected in one of the 9 CsI detectors of CATE.
A particle condition was given if the two last requirements were fulfilled. The data
acquisition recorded all events with a particle-γ-coincidence plus every 256th event with
a fulfilled particle condition.
4.4.1. Sub-Event Matching
For a faster read-out of the many detectors, the data acquisition was split. Three
computers were responsible for processing the signals of the detectors of the branches
HECTOR (see fig. 4.1), FRS and Germanium, respectively, where the FRS branch
included all the beam particle detectors. All these systems shared a common trigger,
and they were synchronized by a common clock signal. For a valid trigger signal, the
detectors as well as the ‘time’ value of the clock were read out and then stored together
in sub-events. Another computer system joined the three data streams, ordering the
sub-events according to their timestamps.
As a first step of the analysis, these sub-events were to be recombined to complete
events. The differences of time-stamp values for pairs of the three branches have fixed,
but not necessarily vanishing values which are, e.g., affected by cable lengths. These
‘good’ difference values show as peaks in spectra of time differences above a very low
background which is caused, e.g., by the permanent 50Hz LED calibration of the hector
array uncorrelated with beam particles. To reconstruct complete events, pairs (or triples,
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if Hector data are included) of sub-events with such ‘good’ time difference values have
been combined.
This reconstruction needs only to be done for events with the particle-γ-trigger. For
particle-only events, no sub-event from the Germanium branch needs to be present.
Therefore, the presence of two matching sub-events must not be made a requirement.
4.4.2. Detectors for γ Radiation
Energy and Efficiency Measurement
The energy calibration of the Cluster Ge detectors was done using a 152Eu source. Com-
pared with the calibration of the BaF2 detectors for the GANIL experiment, the Ge
calibration was relatively simple. The lines from the 152Eu source can be resolved with
the Ge detectors, yielding at the same time an energy calibration for all relevant γ-
ray energies and the energy-dependence of the detector efficiency from a comparison of
measured and tabulated intensity values.
Absolute Efficiency. The procedure for the efficiency measurement is described in Ap-
pendix D. Using this procedure, an efficiency value of 1.13(1)% at 1.33MeV was obtained
for γ rays emitted at rest. For radiation emitted in flight at v/c ≈ 0.43, the efficiency
increases to about 2.3% due to the Lorentz boost and the placement of the detectors in
forward direction.
Add-Back Procedure
Due to Compton scattering and pair production, the energy signal of the Ge detector
does not always correspond to the energy of the interacting γ ray. To obtain higher
photo-peak efficiencies, an add-back procedure was applied to the data (cf. sec. 3.3.9).
In the case of the cluster detectors, only energies of crystals measured in the same cluster
were added, if the difference of detection times did not exceed a threshold, and only if
hits were distributed as in the patterns described in [Neu01].
Doppler Correction
As the γ rays are emitted by moving ions, the energies observed in the laboratory system
are affected by the Doppler effect (cf. sec. 3.3.8). To reconstruct the γ-ray energy in
the rest frame of the ion, the emission angle with respect to the flight direction and the
particle speed have to be known.
The angle θ is calculated from the positions measured with the particle tracking de-
tectors (see fig. 4.4). The individual Ge crystals have an opening angle of about 3 ◦,
limiting the granularity of the calculation of θ.
The velocity is calculated from the measured time-of-flight between the scintillators
SCI1 and SCI2 (see fig. 4.1). The coefficients have been obtained from a simulation made
with the code MOCADI [IGM+97] and then fine-tuned to reproduce the known transition
energies.
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Figure 4.4.: The tracking of the incoming (~pin) and
outgoing (~pout) beam particles using extrapolation
from the two multi-wire detectors (MW1 and MW2)
and the position-sensitive Si detectors of CATE al-
lows to determine the scattering angle α and the
angle θ between outgoing particle and γ-ray detec-
tor.
After this correction for the Doppler shift, an energy resolution of 2% was reached.
Time Gate
Figure 4.5 shows a time-energy matrix for the 54Cr dataset. It is visible that the 2+ → 0+
transition is observed mostly inside a narrow time window. Other radiation arrives at
different times, like, e.g., the background radiation produced by the stopping of the ions
in the CATE CsI scintillators which arrives later than the γ rays emitted near the target.
To suppress the background radiation, only γ rays falling in the indicated time window
were accepted in the analysis.
4.4.3. Particle Identification and Tracking
Incoming particles. The identification of the incoming beam particles using the FRS
and MUSIC works very well. Figure 4.6a shows a typical particle identification matrix
for the run with 54Cr. The three main beam components, 54Cr, 55Mn, and 53V, are
clearly separated.
Outgoing particles. The identification of the outgoing particles with CATE is not as
accurate as the incoming beam identification. Figure 4.6b shows that it yields a clear
separation in Z, while different masses of the nuclear species are not showing up as
distinct peaks. As a workaround, the following steps were taken to select the Coulomb
excitation channel as accurately as possible:
1. CATE ∆E − E identification matrices were produced with a condition on the
incoming beam. Due to the excellent identification with FRS/MUSIC and the
rather small fraction of reacting particles in the Au target, the dominant part of
the outgoing beam is also the selected Cr isotope.
2. A set of rather narrow and rather wide polygon gates, both selecting the dominant
ACr, were defined in the CATE identification matrices.
3. From these, a series of polygon gates was calculated by interpolation, changing the
size of the polygon in small steps between the previously defined narrow and wide
gates.
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Figure 4.5.: Time-energy matrix for 54Cr showing the Doppler-shift corrected γ-ray energies
correlation to the detection times in the Ge detectors. The 2+ → 0+ transition is observed inside
a narrow time window. The time gate applied in the analysis is indicated by the thick lines.
4. The intensity of the γ line was determined for all these polygon gates.
5. The element in the series of gates where the intensity starts to saturate was
searched. Finally the average intensity of four neighboring gates, around and
including the selected element, was used for the calculation of B(E2) values.
As the B(E2) values have been determined with a measurement relative to 54Cr, possible
mis-identifications can be expected to at least partially cancel out when taking the ratio
of measured line intensities.
Scattering angle. The scattering angle resolution is limited in the present setup mainly
due to the angular straggling in the Au target. According to Geant4 or ATIMA [Wei07],
the angular straggling has a magnitude of about 1.3 ◦ ≈ 24mrad FWHM. An additional
uncertainty comes from the scattering angle calculation. The position measurement
uncertainty is about 1mm for the two multi-wire detectors [WAB+05] and 7mm for
CATE [WAB+05]. Therefore, the scattering angle α calculated from these measure-
ments (see fig. 4.4) has an uncertainty of 0.35 ◦ ≈ 6mrad (see Appendix C). The total
uncertainty is thus dominated by the angular straggling. The scattering angle uncer-
tainty is about 1.4 ◦ ≈ 24mrad in the laboratory system, and about 3.1 ◦ in the c.m.
system.
The scattering angle gate was therefore chosen to exclude the smallest scattering angles
(below 0.6 ◦ in the laboratory system) to reduce the atomic background, and to exclude
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Figure 4.6.: Identification of incoming on outgoing particles in the RISING experiment. The
matrices are for the 54Cr runs.
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Figure 4.7.: Laboratory scattering angles
of 54Cr ions as measured with the RISING
setup. The chosen scattering angle gate is in-
dicated by the lines.
the largest scattering angles (above 2.8 ◦) to reduce contributions from nuclear reactions.
The window of accepted scattering angles is indicated in figure 4.7.
4.4.4. Gamma-Ray Energy Spectra
Figure 4.8 shows typical γ-ray energy spectra obtained for the three Cr isotopes with
the procedure described above. The energies have been corrected for the Doppler shift,
and the intensities for the efficiencies of the Ge detectors.
Lines from other nuclei in the spectra would not affect the final result. Due to the
excellent identification before the Au target, they would have to originate from a reaction
of the selected Cr isotope in the target. Due to the sufficient Z resolution of CATE, other
lines would have to originate from other Cr isotopes which could have been produced by
transfer or knockout reactions. They have been ignored in the γ-ray energy spectrum for
the intensity calculation as the excitation energies are known and the number of reacting
particles is small.
4.5. Results
The intensities Iγ of the 2+ → 0+ transitions were determined by integration of the peak
area above the background. An angular distribution of the intensities was not taken into
account. Such a distribution can be expected to be almost identical for the three nuclei,
and since the B(E2) values shall be determined relative to the known value for 54Cr,
not accounting for it should be negligible compared to the statistical errors.
In principle the B(E2) values could be calculated from the reaction cross sections for
the Coulomb excitation. Models for such calculations exist [Gla01; BCG03], but they
require the input of several parameters. Using this approach for the present experiment,
the parameters would have been chosen to reproduce the 54Cr B(E2) value. Then
they would have been adapted to the heavier isotopes to calculate new B(E2) values.
Effectively, the new values would thus be calculated relative to the known 54Cr value
using the model as an intermediate step. To avoid (possible systematic errors due to) this
intermediate step, the cross section ratios were used directly to calculate the new values.
Assuming that systematic problems, like, e.g., feeding from higher excited states, particle
identification problems after the Coulomb-excitation target, and the already-mentioned
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Figure 4.8.: Typical energy spectra for the chromium isotopes 54Cr (upper panel), 56Cr (middle),
and 58Cr (lower panel). The energies are corrected for the Doppler effect and the intensities for
the energy-dependent efficiency. The known transition energies are visible as distinct lines (see
table 4.1).
Table 4.3.: The energies (Eγ) and intensities of the 2+ → 0+ transitions with (Iγ) and without
(Nγ) correction for the Ge detector efficiency are listed together with the number of projectiles
identified before and after the target, (Npro), and the B(E2; 2+1 → 0+) values for 54,56,58Cr.
Isotope Npro Nγ Iγ B(E2) E(2+1 )
/106 /102 (W.u.) (keV)
54Cr 37.4 501(64) 211(27) 14.6(6)a 835a
56Cr 17.5 126(44) 61(20) 8.7(30) 1007a
58Cr 11.6 148(43) 73(19) 14.8(42) 880b
afrom ref. [ENS07]
bfrom ref. [PMB+01]
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Figure 4.9.: Comparison of calculated and experimental B(E2; ↓) values as a function of the
neutron number N for Cr isotopes. In the calculations, the GXPF1A ( ), GXPF1 ( ), and
KB3G ( ) [OSF+05; HOBM04; CNP02] interactions were used. A calculation using the beyond-
mean-field technique ( ) is also included [RE07]. Calculated and experimental energies are shown
for comparison. Experimental values are from Refs. [ENS07; PMB+01] ( ), from [SRD+06] ( ,
shifted aside), and from this work ( ).
angular distribution are very similar for the three nuclei, such effects cancel when taking
the ratio of intensities.
The B(E2) values presented in table 4.3 have been determined using
B(E2,ACr) = Iγ(
ACr)/Npro(ACr)
Iγ(54Cr)/Npro(54Cr)
B(E2, 54Cr) (4.1)
where Iγ is the intensity of the line corrected for the energy-dependent efficiency. The
errors included in the table for 56Cr and 58Cr comprise the statistical uncertainties
and the uncertainty in the reference B(E2) value of 54Cr. The projectiles numbers
Npro includes particles in the scattering angle range. Despite the large error bars, it
is apparent that the N = 32 Cr isotope has a lower B(E2) value than its even-mass
neighbors.
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Figure 4.10.: Comparison of calculated and experimental B(E2) ↑ values as function of the
neutron number N for Cr and Ti isotopes. Calculated values for Ti isotopes [PNC05, fig. 2]
using the GXPF1 ( ) and KB3G ( ) interactions, as well as calculations using the beyond-mean-
field technique ( ) [RE07] are shown together with experimental values for Ti ( )[DJG+05] and
Cr ( ) [see fig. 4.9].
4.6. Discussion
Experimental and theoretical energies and B(E2) values for Cr isotopes are compared
in figure 4.9. The evolution of experimental B(E2) values shows that the collectivity of
the excited 2+ state in 56Cr with N = 32 is lower than in the neighboring nuclei, 54Cr
and 58Cr with N = 30 and N = 34, respectively. The B(E2) value has about the same
magnitude for N = 32 as for the magic neutron number N = 28. This result provides
further evidence for the existence of an enlarged N = 32 sub-shell gap and confirms the
previous assumptions based on the E(2+) systematics.
Since the RISING experiment, new experimental data regarding the N = 32 shell gap
have become available, both for Cr and Ti isotopes.
In an experiment at the tandem accelerator in Cologne, the lifetime of the 2+ state in
56Cr has been measured with high accuracy using the Recoil-Distance-Method [SRD+06].
The corresponding B(E2) value of 11.23(47)W.u. has been included in figure 4.9. It
is in agreement with the value measured in the RISING experiment. In the Cologne
experiment, a 11B beam with an energy of 32MeV impinging on a 48Ca target was
used to produce 56Cr in the reaction 48Ca(11B,p2n)56Cr. The 56Cr ions were then
stopped in a plunger foil after the target. The de-excitation of excited states via γ
radiation was observed with Ge detectors surrounding the plunger device. From the
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Figure 4.11.: Evolution of the energy ratios E(4+)/E(2+) for Cr ( ) [MLG+06] and Ti ( )
[FZJ+04; JFM+02] isotopes. In both isotopic chains, a minimum is visible for N = 32. This is
further evidence for an enlarged shell gap at this neutron number.
intensity ratio between Doppler-shifted and unshifted lines, the lifetime of the 2+ state
and the B(E2; 2+ → 0+) value were determined using the differential decay curve
method [DHB89].
Figure 4.9 includes the results of several theoretical calculations for energies and
B(E2) values in Cr isotopes. Two calculations use the effective NN interactions GXPF1
[HOBM04] and KB3G [CNP02], respectively, in the pf model space. The GXPF1 inter-
action was recently modified (GXPF1A) to better account for the E(2+1 ) energies in Ti
and Cr isotopes [OSF+05]. As figure 4.9 shows, this modification has only a very small
effect on the B(E2) values. Besides these shell model calculations, also results from
‘beyond-mean-field’ calculations exist [RE07]. While all of these calculations show good
agreement with the excitation energies, none of them describes the staggering of B(E2)
values as observed in the RISING and Cologne experiments. Instead, the theoretical
B(E2) values show a rather constant trend from N = 30 to 34.
Reduced transition probabilities have recently been measured in Ti isotopes at MSU
[DJG+05], too. The evolution of B(E2) value in Cr and Ti isotopes is compared in
figure 4.10. The comparison shows that the result for Cr is in agreement with the
observed decrease in collectivity for 54Ti with N = 32. For Ti, the agreement between
calculation and experiment is slightly better than for Cr in the sense that at least the shell
model results obtained with the KB3G interaction reproduce the observed staggering.
Recently, excitation energies have been measured up to higher spins in 56Cr and 58Cr
[ZDF+06; MLG+06]. The development of the energy ratio E(2+)/E(4+) for the Cr and
Ti isotopic chains is shown in figure 4.11. Both curves show a minimum at N = 32,
which is further evidence for an enlarged shell gap at this neutron number.
All these experimental results indicate an enlarged sub-shell gap at N = 32 in Cr and
Ti, i.e. between the orbitals p3/2 and p1/2. On the other hand, no signs for the predicted
gap at N = 34 between p1/2 and f5/2 are visible.
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In the present thesis, the shell structure in exotic nuclei has been investigated. The focus
of the work was on finding new experimental data in neutron-rich Cr and proton-rich
Ca isotopes.
The investigation of light Ca isotopes concentrated on the nucleus 36Ca which was
produced in a knockout reaction from a radioactive 37Ca beam. For 36Ca, the excitation
energy of the first 2+ state has been measured for the first time. Furthermore, momentum
distributions were analyzed using a Monte-Carlo simulation of the knockout reaction.
This analysis yielded the contributions of neutrons from individual orbitals to the total
knockout cross section. In principle, these may be used to calculate spectroscopic factors,
but such a calculation is hampered by difficulties of present knockout-reaction models
in predicting precise single-particle cross sections. The measured branching ratio to
the ground and excited states, on the other hand, is close to the predicted value. A
remaining difference might be due to emission of protons which cannot be detected
with the present experimental setup. Both the branching ratio and the large excitation
energy are compatible with a large N = 16 gap in 36Ca that leads to relatively pure
configurations both in the ground state and the excited 2+ state.
As a by-product of the experiment, two excitation energies in the T = 2 nuclei 32Ar
and 28S have been confirmed, and two γ-ray transitions have been observed for the first
time in 37Ca. While the mirror energy differences in the T = 2 pairs 36Ca–36S, 32Ar–
32Si, and 28S–28Mg can be reproduced in shell model calculations using a modified USD
interaction, these modifications are not sufficient to explain the mirror energy differences
for the pair 37Ca–37Cl.
In the heavy Cr isotopes, new experimental evidence for a sub-shell closure at N = 32
was found in a measurement of B(E2) values using high-energy Coulomb excitation of
radioactive beams. Prior to this experiment, the assumption of a sub-shell closure was
based only on systematics of excitation energies of the first 2+ states in Cr, Ti, and Ca
isotopes. The small B(E2) value for 56Cr is in agreement with these indications. Further
evidence for a N = 32 shell gap has meanwhile been found in the development of B(E2)
values in Ti isotopes and the evolution of E(4+)/E(2+) ratios for Cr and Ti. While the
experimental evidence has firmly established a sub-shell closure at N = 32, calculations
are, at present, not able to reproduce the behavior of the B(E2) values, whereas the
evolution of excitation energies is well described.
Both results touch the limits of present nuclear structure models: in the Cr isotopes,
the B(E2) evolution cannot yet be reproduced, and in the Ca isotopes, a consistent
picture of mirror energy differences as well as a successful calculation of cross sections
are missing. As a result of this work, new experimental data are available for future
improvements of such calculations.
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A. Other Results from the GANIL
Experiment
It is not uncommon for an experiment using fragmentation that a large number of nuclear
species is produced and identified in addition to the nucleus of interest (cf. fig. 3.8). In
the GANIL experiment for some of these nuclei γ-ray spectra with intensities sufficient
for an analysis have been obtained. In the following sections, those spectra shall be
presented that are believed to either confirm recent measurements, or to show transitions
observed for the first time. Momentum distributions were not analyzed for these nuclei.
A.1. Spectroscopy of 37Ca
For 37Ca nuclei identified in SPEG, γ rays could be observed in coincidence. The process
of population of these states was not investigated here. The number of γ rays is small
compared to the number of 37Ca ions in the beam, indicating that either the reaction
cross section is small, or that most of the reacting ions do not reach the plastic scintillator
of SPEG.
A γ-γ coincidence matrix for 37Ca is shown in figure A.1a. While the presence of
several coincidences is apparent, only for one of them quantitative results could be
obtained here due to the low statistics and the insufficient energy resolution of the BaF2
detectors.
Gamma-ray spectra in coincidence with γ-rays in the energy ranges 1.5–1.7MeV and
1.67–1.87MeV are shown in the upper and lower panel of figure A.1b, respectively. Each
of them is dominated by one line. The energies of these lines have been determined as
1.78(4)MeV and 1.59(4)MeV, respectively. The latter energy is in good agreement with
the energy of a previously known state in 37Ca at an energy of 1613(17) keV [ENS07].
The former is observed for the first time. As the two γ rays are emitted in coincidence,
they probably de-excite a state in 37Ca at ≈ 3370(60) keV. The most likely corresponding
state in the mirror nucleus, 37Cl, is a 3/2(+) state with an energy of 3627 keV. This state
mainly decays directly (≈ 57%) or through an intermediate state at 1726 keV (≈ 42%)
[ENS07]. Therefore the same spins are tentatively assigned to the states in 37Ca. The
direct decay of the state is, in analogy to Cl, also expected for Ca, but a corresponding
transition cannot be resolved from the large structure at around 3MeV in the 37Ca γ-ray
spectrum (see fig. A.1c).
A tentative partial level scheme for 37Ca and 37Cl is shown in figure A.2. The order
of the included transitions is based on three arguments:
• The only known excited state in 37Ca—which is probably the first excited state—
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(d) γ-ray spectra for different multiplicities. At
1.6MeV, more counts are visible than at
1.8MeV for the multiplicity one ( ), while
both intensities are similar for multiplicity
two ( ).
Figure A.1.: Gamma-ray spectra and matrices for 37Ca.
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Figure A.2.: Partial level schemes for 37Ca
(tentative) and 37Cl. The spin and par-
ity assignments for the excited states are
based on comparisons with the mirror nu-
cleus, 37Cl, and with shell-model calcula-
tions.
Table A.1.: Comparison of experimental and calculated excitation energies of the first 1+2 and
the second 3/2(+) for the mirror nuclei 37Ca and 37Cl. The energy difference between these is
given in the row labeled Eγ . The calculation using the USD interaction yields the same results for
Ca and Cl. The columns ‘USDm’ and ‘USDm2’ show results using the modified USD interactions
from [DGR+07] described in sec. 3.6.1. The rows labeled ∆ show the mirror energy differences
for the respective rows above.
Energy exp. USD USDm USDm2
Ca Cl Ca Cl Ca Cl
E(1/2+) (MeV) 1.59(4) 1.73 1.84 1.72 1.99 1.70 1.99
∆ (MeV) 0.14(4) 0.27 0.27
E(3/2+2 ) (MeV) 3.37(6) 3.63 4.11 3.97 4.31 3.96 4.31
∆ (MeV) 0.26(6) 0.34 0.35
Eγ (MeV) 1.78(4) 1.90 2.27 2.25 2.32 2.26 2.32
has an energy of 1613(17) keV which agrees well with the lower of the two transi-
tions observed here.
• The transitions de-exciting the mentioned 3/2(+) state in 37Cl have the same order:
the transition to the intermediate state has a higher energy than the transition from
there to the ground state.
• Finally, an intensity argument can be given: In a γ-ray spectrum for γ-ray multi-
plicity one, the 1.6MeV transition has a higher intensity than the 1.8MeV tran-
sition, while for multiplicity two, the intensities are similar. This is illustrated in
figure A.1d. The argument is weakened by the fact that, for unknown reasons, this
difference in intensity change is only observed for some of the runs, namely the
last runs (457–521, cf. table 3.2).
The experimental energies are compared to shell model results in table A.1. Shell
model calculations were made using both the standard USD interaction and the modi-
fied USD interactions described in sec. 3.6.1 (cf. [DGR+07]). While the modifications
account for the mirror energy differences in the T = 2 mirror pairs with A = 28, 32
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Figure A.3.: Gamma-ray spectra for the nu-
clei 32Ar and 28S. These were obtained with
a 36Ca secondary beam. The energies of the
lines are 1873(20) keV and 1525(30) keV, re-
spectively. Both values agree with [YOG+06].
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Figure A.4.: Gamma-ray spectrum for the
nucleus 31Ar. The centroid of distribution be-
low 2MeV is at 857 keV.
and 37, apparently neither the level energies nor the mirror differences observed for the
T = 3/2 pair with A = 37 are reproduced in any of the calculations.
A.2. Spectroscopy of 32Ar and 28S
For the two nuclei 32Ar and 28S, γ-ray energy spectra are shown in figure A.3. The
energies of the lines are 1873(20) keV and 1525(30) keV, respectively. The energy of the
first 2+ state in 28S had been measured previously [YOG+06], and has been confirmed
here. For 32Ar, two different energy values had been measured previously: 1824(12) keV
[CHP+02], and 1857(8) keV [YOG+06]. The value measured here confirms the latter
result.
Both 32Ar and 28S are, like 36Ca, |Tz| = 2 nuclei. The mirror energy differences are
included in figure 3.18.
A.3. Spectroscopy of 31Ar
In total, only 50 31Ar nuclei have been detected in the focal plane of SPEG. A spectrum
of γ rays in coincidence with these nuclei is shown in figure A.4. Despite the small
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Figure A.5.: Gamma-ray spectra for the nucleus 29S. The energy of the line indicated in the
upper panel is 1715(25) keV. In the lower panel, a γ multiplicity of two or more is required.
Here, a second line at 1150(30) keV can be identified.
number of counts, an accumulation of counts is visible below 2MeV. The centroid of
this distribution is at 857 keV. If this is the energy of the first excited state in 31Ar, it
is around 90 keV lower than in the mirror nucleus, 31Al [MBB+05].
A.4. Spectroscopy of 29S
A γ-ray spectrum for 29S is shown in figure A.5. The most prominent γ ray appears at
an energy of 1715(25) keV. The second spectrum, in the lower panel of figure A.5, shows
the distribution of γ-ray energies for multiplicities of two or more. Here, also a line at
1150(30) keV can be identified. In the mirror nucleus, 29Al, no line of a similar energy
and high intensity is known.
In 29Al, the first and second excited states have energies of 1398 and 1754.2(2) keV,
respectively. If the line at 1.7MeV observed in 29S corresponds to the second excited
state in 29Al, also the first excited state should be visible. In figure A.5, an arrow
indicates the energy of this state in 29Al. In 29S, there is no sign of such a transition, so
the corresponding state must have quite a different energy.
The interpretation of these spectra is hampered by the low resolution of the BaF2
detectors which does not allow a sufficient separation of the lines.
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B. Software for the Analysis of Knockout
Experiments
To facilitate the analysis of the Ca experiment, a ‘database’ software has been developed.
Due to the relatively fast reading of the data and the interface to ROOT [BR97], it
permits an interactive analysis of data. On the other hand, methods are also provided
to access the data with a compiled program. A description of the software has been
published in [Bür07].
B.1. Motivation
In a typical fragmentation/knockout experiment, many different particles are produced
and identified. For the analysis of these data, a variety of spectra are needed for many
nuclei. Especially at the beginning of the analysis, or even during the experiment, many
attempts are made trying to understand if the experiment works as planned, or if the
results are roughly as expected.
To obtain spectra for a specific nucleus, this nucleus has to be identified with the help
of detectors. Such particle identification detectors are described both in chapter 3 and
4. A specific nucleus, or a specific reaction channel, is then identified by correlations
between the signals for these detectors. For example, a reaction channel might be selected
by requesting two time-of-flight values and two energy loss values to be in certain ranges.
The data acquisition system of a typical experiment records data for all nuclei, thus
postponing the selection of the interesting nuclei out of all the produced ones. To obtain
a histogram for one specific nucleus, it is only necessary to read the part of the data taken
in events that belong to this isotope. All other data may be skipped, and skipping them
also has the benefit of reducing the amount of time needed until the histogram is visible.
In the GANIL experiment from chapter 3, about 60 000 36Ca nuclei were identified in a
total of about 20 million events. From these numbers it is clear that the gain in speed
may be enormous if only the 36Ca event data are read to produce a histogram for this
nucleus.
One technique to reduce the amount of data to be read is to pre-sort the data into
smaller sets, each containing data on one specific nucleus. This approach has some
disadvantages:
• The selection criteria for the nuclei are fixed—broadening them requires re-reading
the whole dataset, even if the broadening is small.
• The association of datasets and nuclei is done manually, which is laborious if a
large number of nuclei is produced, and it is an error-prone task.
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• The data are typically stored in separate files, thus producing a large number of
files that want to be handled, and may not be confused.
Storing all data in a single file and using the computer to select the desired data can
eliminate these disadvantages. It can also offer a more convenient user interface: doing
‘the same’ to a different nucleus could be done with two mouse-clicks. The prospect of
these advantages was enough motivation to develop the software presented here.
The concept of the software is similar to the Blue database by Cromaz et al. [CSL+01].
Their software is designed specifically for the analysis of high-spin data from present
and future γ-ray detector arrays like Gammasphere [Lee90], Greta/Gretina [Lee03], EU-
ROBALL [KL03], and AGATA [N+]. Therefore it is adapted to storing high-multiplicity
γ-ray data with a high compression, and also to read back the data in a way suitable
for the analysis of such experiments. The treatment of these data, as implemented in
Blue, is more complex than the selection of events based on particle-identification data
implemented here. The reason is that no order is inherent to a multiplet of detected γ
rays, while the particle-identification signals always come from the same detectors.
B.2. Sorting Algorithm
The program sorts the data in a kd tree to allow fast access to a subset for specific
nuclei. To do so, the variables used to index the tree have to be specified by the user.
For the GANIL experiment, these variables were the signals from the particle identifica-
tion detectors after the target. These span a multi-dimensional space which is divided
alternatingly along the axes into smaller and smaller hypercubes. Let the variables be
denoted by qk ∈ Qk with 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and the hypercubes of dimension m numbered by
b.
In the beginning, there is only one cube Vb=0 (dropping the hyper from now on), into
which the data are stored until a given limit ns of datasets in the cube is reached. Then,
all the data in Vb are analyzed with respect to qk where k = (d mod m) + 1 with the
depth d of the cube in the tree. From the values of the qk, nl limits lb,i (i = 1, 2, . . . , nl)
are calculated for ‘child’ cubes. For example, for nl = 1 the mean value of the qk could
be calculated and taken as lb,1, or the range of qk could be divided into equally large
intervals for any m. The children of cube Vb are the cubes Vbi with
Vbi = Vb ∩ V˜bi
where
V˜bi = Q1 × · · · × ([lb,i−1, lb,i] ∩Qk) · · · ×Qm.
Here, i = 1, 2, . . . , nl + 1, lb,0 = −∞ and lb,nl+1 = +∞. After calculating the limits, the
event data are distributed into the nl + 1 child cubes Vbi .
After the splitting, further data are sorted into the child cubes. As soon as a child
cube contains ns datasets, it is also split with the same technique as described, but as
it has a different depth d, a different variable qk will be used to calculate the limits for
the splitting step.
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Figure B.1.: Particle identification matrix and its division in rectangles for m = 2, nl = 1 and
division at the mean qk value. The x axis shows the time-of-flight after the target (q2), and
the y axis the signal from the ionization chamber (q1), both in arbitrary units. To keep the
figure simple, only the divisions for depths d = 0, 1, . . . , 5 are shown. Thicker lines correspond
to divisions at lower d. The experimental data that were sorted are shown in the background.
This procedure creates a tree structure of cubes, where the child cubes divide one of
the axes of their parent cube in finer intervals. As all data in a cube are analyzed when
the cube is split, they are better kept in the computer’s RAM for a fast splitting. As
this storage capacity is limited, the splitting is stopped when a given number of cubes
has been created. Then, all data from the cubes are written to disk storage and only
the limits lb,i are kept in memory. The remaining data are sorted into the cubes and
immediately stored on disk. After all data have been read, the tree structure of limit
values lb,i is also stored to disk with an index to the data.
This procedure is only useful for data that are not sorted with respect to any of the
qk. In most experiments, data are written on tape or disk in the so-called list-mode,
i.e. the data are stored in the order the events are coming. Such data can easily be
sorted with the algorithm described. It is also presently a requirement that the data
are complete in the sense that all data relevant for one event are in the same dataset.
This is not the case, for example, for data from a so-called total data readout (TDR)
system as it is used in Jyväskylä. In the TDR system, data from different detectors are
associated with a time-stamp and stored on disk independently. In the analysis, the data
‘belonging together’ are identified by the relation of their time-stamps, but this relation
is not necessarily constant.
If the resulting structure of cubes is not fine enough, it can be refined using a second
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Listing B.1: Code snippet for reading from a database, with a polygon selection on the variables
q1 and q2
#include "dbgetter.h"
// open database file; assumed to include variables q1,q2 and x3,x4
DBGetter db( "example.db" );
// add polygon selection, defined as a string
db.AddCut( PolyCut::Create( &db, "q1 q2 5 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0" ) );
// obtain accessors for the variables
Field* f_x3 = db.FindField("x3");
Field* f_x4 = db.FindField("x4");
// start looping
Limits limits;
for( db.GoToStart( limits ); db.GetNextEvent( limits ); ) {
// analysis -- do something with x3 and x4
/* ... */
}
program. This program works with the same algorithm, but it reads the contents of the
hypercubes, again making use of the not sorted requirement.
An example for the division of a plane (m = 2) is shown graphically in figure B.1
for data from the GANIL experiment. It can be seen that the division is fine for high
intensity components of the beam.
B.3. Reading from the Database
Retrieving data from the database starts by reading the limits of the cubes. Also the
selection criteria for a nucleus max be regarded as the specification of a cube. In case this
is not true immediately, a cube enclosing the volume corresponding to the identification
criteria can be found. The tree structure of cubes is then visited. Data from cubes
with an empty intersection between cube limits and selection criteria need not be read.
Especially for exotic nuclei that are produced only in small amounts, the number of
datasets to be read may be much smaller than the total count of datasets. This results
in significantly decreased reading times for the data of such nuclei.
B.4. Implementation in C++
The software has been implemented in the C++ programming language [Str97]. The data
of each event are organized in variables and arrays of fixed or variable size, each of which
is given an almost arbitrary name. The data of each such variable may be of integer
type with 8, 16 or 32 bit, or of floating point type. The choice of types may easily be
extended. The database may be accessed using the interactive command input facility
of the data analysis software ROOT [BR97], or using a compiled program as illustrated
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Figure B.2.: The time
t needed to read all
data for a specific nu-
cleus is approximately
proportional to the
number of selected
events ( ) and cubes
( ) with a lower
limit set by the time
needed to read the
index.
in listing B.1. To save disk space, the data are compressed using the standard zlib
library [GA].
B.5. Results
As mentioned, the software was used for most of the analysis of the data from the GANIL
experiment on 36Ca. Databases have been created with m = 4 using the ionization
chamber signal as q1, the time-of-flight signal after the target as q2, the charge deposited
in the drift chambers as q3 and the energy deposited in the scintillator as q4, thus
alternating between mass and charge identification. In the run with 37Ca secondary
beam and the CATS detector as timing detector at the target position, about 6 · 107
events have been recorded. The database for these runs has been created in two steps
in about 2.5 h. It has a size of about 5.5GB and contains about 250000 hypercubes.
Figure B.2 shows query times for this database as a function of the number of selected
events and cubes. Two regions may be distinguished:
• for nuclei with small event numbers, the reading time is dominated by the time
needed to read the limit tree structure and therefore approximately constant;
• the reading time for larger event numbers is approximately proportional to the
number of selected events.
For the nucleus 36Ca, the reading time is approximately 2 s for this database. Together
with the databases for the runs with the MCP timing detector at the target position,
both of similar size, the reading time for all 36Ca events is only a few seconds. This has
to be compared to reading the full database which takes about 20min.
The reading times depend on the choice of qk (e.g. the time of flight before the target
could be included), and the amount of data stored for each event. The approximate
proportionality of reading time and event count is not broken by such changes.
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B.6. Summary
The software developed for the analysis of the GANIL experiment has proven to be a
reliable tool for data analysis. It is also in use for another knockout experiment analyzed
at the TU München. The time for producing spectra was drastically reduced for nuclei
produced in small amounts compared to reading the full database and ignoring most of
the data read in.
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The calculation of the scattering angle in the RISING experiment will be explained in
this Appendix, including the calculation of the error in this measurement.
In the setup used for this RISING experiment, the tracking of the beam particles is
done using two multi-wire detectors and CATE as illustrated in fig. 4.4. Let the measured
positions be denoted ~m for MW1, ~n for MW2 and ~c for CATE. The z components contain
the detector positions along the beam line. The vector
~a = ~n− ~m (C.1)
is the direction of the particle as measured by the multi-wire detectors, i.e. the direction
of the incoming particle. The direction of the outgoing particle is
~b = ~c− ~m− f~a with f = (tz −mz)/az (C.2a)
⇒ bz = cz − tz (C.2b)
where tz is the position of the target along the beam line. The vector ~b describes the
direction from the target to CATE, calculated from the position measured with CATE
(~c) and the extrapolation to the target from the multi-wire detectors. The scattering
angle α (see fig. 4.4) can be calculated as
cosα = s = ~a ·
~b
|a||b| . (C.3)
To calculate the error in α, the partial derivatives have to be calculated. For f , only
the derivatives with respect to nz and mz are non-zero:
∂f
∂nz
= − f
az
and ∂f
∂mz
= f − 1
az
. (C.4)
For the inverse length of a vector ~v,
∂
∂vx
1
|v| =
∂
∂vx
1√
v2x + v2y + v2z
= − vx|v|3 . (C.5)
Because nz and mz appear in f , they also appear in bx and by, while bz does not depend
on nz. The vector ~c appears only in ~b, so the derivatives are
∂s
∂cx
= ax|a||b| −
sbx
|b|2 , (C.6)
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and accordingly for cy and cz. The derivatives with respect to ni (i = x, y) are
∂s
∂ni
= bi − fai|a||b| + s
(
fbi
|b|2 −
ai
|a|2
)
. (C.7)
For nz, additional terms appear from f , but (C.2b) may be used for simplification:
∂s
∂nz
= 1|a||b|
(
bz +
f
az
(
a2x + a2y
))
+ s
(
f
az|b|2 (axbx + ayby)−
az
|a|2
)
. (C.8)
The derivatives with respect to mi (i = x, y) are
∂s
∂mi
= (f − 1)ai − bi|a||b| + s
(
ai
|a|2 −
(f − 1)bi
|b|2
)
. (C.9)
For mz the expression is
∂s
∂mz
= −1|a||b|
(
bz +
f − 1
az
(
a2x + a2y
))
− s
(
f − 1
az|b|2 (axbx + ayby)−
az
|a|2
)
. (C.10)
Then, assuming independence of the errors of all nine measurements, the error in x can
be calculated:
(∆s)2 =
∑
i=x,y,z
[(
∂s
∂ci
∆mi
)2
+
(
∂s
∂mi
∆mi
)2
+
(
∂s
∂ni
∆mi
)2]
. (C.11)
Finally, the error in the scattering angle is
(∆α)2 =
( ∆s
1− s2
)2
. (C.12)
The x and y measurements have precisions of 1mm for the multi-wire detectors and 7mm
for CATE [WAB+05]. The multi-wire detectors being placed at 1930(5) and 1065(5)mm
before the target, respectively, and CATE 1481(5)mm behind the target, an uncertainty
of ≈ 0.35 ◦ is obtained using the given formulas (for non-zero scattering angles), as
quoted in section 4.4.3.
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For the determination of the absolute efficiency of the RISING γ-ray detectors, a mea-
surement with a 60Co source was performed. In the following, the analysis of these data
will be explained.
D.1. General Considerations
The analysis is based on the assumption that the radioactive source emits two γ rays in
coincidence, with energies El and Eh. In the case of 60Co, the energies are El = 1173 keV
and Eh = 1332 keV. For each crystal i the efficiency i at Eh is to be determined. For
this efficiency
i =
Mi
D
= Ni
riD
(D.1)
holds whereMi andNi are the number of Eh and El singles in crystal i, where ri = Ni/Mi
the ratio of the efficiency at El to the efficiency at Eh andD the number of decays outside
the dead-time of the acquisition system. The number of coincidences c of both γ rays
can then be written as
c = D
∑
i
(
i
∑
j 6=i
rjj
)
. (D.2)
Using eq. (D.1) this means
c = D
∑
i
Mi
D
∑
j 6=i
Nj
D
= 1
D
∑
i
Mi(N∗ −Ni) with N∗ =
∑
j
Nj . (D.3)
So the number of decays outside the dead-time is
D = 1
c
∑
i
Mi(N∗ −Ni). (D.4)
From eq. (D.4) the efficiencies of each crystal can easily be determined by using eq. (D.1)
again.
The statistical errors can be calculated from
∆D2 = 1
c2
(
D2∆c2 +
∑
i
[
(N∗ −Ni)2∆M2i +M2i (∆N2∗ + (∆N2i )
])
(D.5)
∆2i =
1
D2
(∆M2i + 2i∆D2) (D.6)
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Figure D.1.: Decay of 60Co [ENS07]. The dominant (≥ 99.8%) transitions are drawn with
thicker lines. After most, but not all of the β− decays of 60Co, two γ rays of 1173 and 1332 keV
are emitted in coincidence.
D.2. Advantages
There are two main reasons to use the present approach. One is that the calculated
efficiency is independent of the dead-time of the data acquisition system, and also in-
dependent from information on the activity on the source. The other reason is the
statistical error which is reduced as all quantities in eqs. (D.4) and (D.1) are large: c
is for the full array of Ge detectors and also the number of singles events per crystal is
large. Compared to a calculation like i = ciNi (with the number of coincidences of both
γ-rays in one crystal ci), the statistical error reduces by a factor in the order of
√
n for
n detectors.
D.3. Disadvantages
One difficulty comes from the branching ratio of the decay of 60Co. Figure D.1 shows
that 0.12% of the decays go into the 1332 keV excited state so that there is only this
gamma ray but no 1173 keV γ ray. A γ ray of 1173 keV is emitted in 99.85(3)% of
the decays of the 4+ state. These effects can be accounted for by scaling the measured
coincidence rates.
A different problem is that the two γ rays from the 60Co decay are correlated in their
emission angle. The relation between the two angles is given by
W (θ) = 1 + 18 cos
2(θ) + 124 cos
4(θ). (D.7)
This relation is deduced in [SW92, p. 82-84]. Using the relative angle of the detectors
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that observed both γ rays in coincidence, this angular distribution can be taken into
account in the efficiency calculation.
The γ-ray spectra used for counting the M and N include some background. When
counting the singles nl and nh, the background in the peak gate is also counted which
is too much. This can be corrected by background subtractions.
Finally, for high activity sources, one or more additional decays may occur in the
acquisition time window started by a first decay. Events where two γ rays of the same
energy were detected are ignored in the analysis. The other cases cannot be distinguished
from a single decay and therefore introduce a systematic error of the calculated efficiency.
The precise efficiency of the RISING γ-ray detectors is not needed for the calculation
of B(E2) values. As the E(2+) are different, the efficiency as a function of the γ-ray
energy has to be known.
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